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ABSTRACT 

Arsine gas is a potent hemolytic agent. Early work 

suggested glutathione depletion preceded, and oxygen required 

for hemolysis to occur. This study developed an in vitro 

model of arsine hemolysis, using the solubility of arsine gas 

in aqueous solutions. 

A total of 75% of the arsine was taken up into the cells 

within 5 minutes. Hemolysis occurred after 1-2 hours and 

reached 40-50%. Glutathione depletion occurred, but only 

after hemolysis reached its maximum. Increasing intracellular 

glutathione did not prevent hemolysis. The use of an 

intracellular chelator, monomethyldimercaptosuccinic acid did 

not prevent hemolysis. Hemolysis occurred in an oxygen 

excluding atmosphere but carboxyhemoglobin prevented 

hemolysis. 

Glutathione depletion is not a critical first step in 

arsine induced hemolysis. The interaction of arsine with the 

heme site of hemoglobin is critical to hemolysis. It is 

likely that a free radical intermediate of oxygen o-r arsine is 

the ultimate hemolytic agent. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Arsine gas is a severe hemolytic toxin which can be 

acutely fatal. It was first discovered in 1775. The first 

recorded fatality due to arsine was 40 years later, when a 

chemist inhaled a "small" amount, was ill in one hour and dead 

in 9 days (Buchanon, 1962). Since that time, fatal 

occupational exposures to arsine have occurred when arsine was 

produced unknowingly, usually through the mixing of an arsenic 

contaminated metal with a strong acid or other nascent 

hydrogen source. Historically, this exposure to arsine has 

been accidental, occurring in various mining, galvanizing and 

zinc manufacturing operations (as well as in laboratory 

experiments) (Jones, 1909). 

The semiconductor industry changed the incidence of 

arsine poisoning. Rather than an unexpected exposure to 

arsine generated by accident, now semiconductor manufacturers 

use pure arsine as a dopant material in the manufacture of 

semiconductors. The semiconductor material gallium arsenide 

(GaAs) can produce arsine gas in the presence of strong acids 

(Scott N, et.al, 1989) . Arsine is also used in the production 

of GaAs and to dope silicon based semiconductors (Willardson, 

1983). 
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Exposure to arsine gas is of great concern because of its 

effect on the erythrocyte (RBC). It is a potent hemolytic 

agent, causing rapid hemolysis. It is fatal in up to 25% of 

cases (Fowler & Weissberg, 1974). It is also a renal toxin 

due both to a direct toxic effect on the kidney and to the 

precipitation of hemoglobin crystals in the renal tubules 

(Muehrcke & Pirani, 1968) . The only treatment at this time is 

exchange transfusion, where the arsine exposed erythrocytes 

are removed and replaced with fresh erythrocytes. Chelator 

compounds are useful in other metal intoxications but are not 

useful in arsine poisoning (Fowler & Weissberg, 1974) . 

Indeed, there is some recent evidence from the Soviet Union 

that some chelators useful for arsenic toxicity may be 

detrimental for arsine exposure (Mizyukova et.al., 1983). 

It is remarkable that so little is known about the 

mechanism of arsine toxicity. Most of current knowledge 

regarding the mechanisms of arsine toxicity predates the 

current understanding of the mechanisms of red cell hemolysis 

and of other compounds with similar toxicities. Some of the 

often quoted studies are poorly documented and therefore 

difficult to reproduce. Other results have been refuted by 

other, more recent studies. 

There are three sequential aspects of arsine induced 

hemolysis important in the literature. First, methemoglobin 

is formed; second, glutathione (GSH) is depleted and lastly 
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Heinz bodies are formed in the red cell. Heinz bodies are 

somehow involved in membrane changes and are related to 

several types of hemolytic reactions. Oxygen is also commonly 

quoted as crucial to arsine induced hemolysis. 

Most investigations of the mechanisms of arsine induced 

hemolysis were done in the 1940's and 1950's. Since then much 

has changed about both our understanding of hemolytic toxic 

reactions involving Heinz bodies and the mechanisms of oxidant 

stress in the red blood cell. This study will re-examine the 

relationship between glutathione depletion and arsine induced 

hemolysis, the effects of oxygen containing and oxygen free 

atmospheres on the hemolytic reaction. The efficacy of a new 

di-thiol chelator can be tested by using this in vitro model 

of arsine induced hemolysis. 
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BACKGROUND 

This background will be divided into three general 

sections. The first will review what is known about arsine 

toxicity and arsine chemistry. The toxicity of other arsenic 

species, and arsenic metabolism as it relates to arsine, will 

be discussed. 

The second section will trace normal red cell metabolism 

as it relates to the mechanisms of oxidative stress in the red 

blood cell. Methemoglobin, Heinz body formation, oxygen 

effects, glutathione, and other erythrocyte anti-oxidant 

enzymes will also be reviewed as they relate to arsine. 

Glutathione will be discussed in some detail, since it has 

previously been held as crucial to arsine toxicity. 

The final section will review the use of chelators for 

the treatment of arsine toxicity. New evidence that chelators 

can be detrimental will be discussed. 

Arsine 

Chemistry 

Arsine is AsH3. Arsenic has a formal oxidation state of 

(-III) in arsine. Arsenic is most commonly found in the (+V) 

and (+III) charged state. At physiological pH, the reaction 

of arsine to arsenite is electrochemically possible, but it 
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requires a suitable electron acceptor to complete the half 

reactions 1.1 and 1.2. Either superoxide radicals or hydrogen 

peroxide could be produced (Rosner et.al., 1985). 

(1.1) AsH3 + 6 02 + 2 H20 -» 6 02" + 6 H+ + HAsOz Eo = +0.31V 

(1.2) AsH3 + 2 H20 + 3 02 -» HAs02 + 3 H202 EO = +0.87V 

The reaction products of arsine reactions in the cell or 

aqueous solutions have not been definitively described. It is 

possible that a variety of intermediary reactions occur before 

the formation of As (III). It is also possible that one of 

these products is responsible for the lytic process. 

Arsine is proposed to react with thiols (Jung, 1939). 

The observation that thiols were involved in arsine toxicity, 

and, that another thiol, British Anti-Lewisite, (BAL), was 

effective against a similar arsenic containing compound, 

Lewisite, dichloro-(2-chlorovinyl)arsine, led to attempts to 

discover a dithiol chelator which would be effective against 

arsine. Of the 150 thiol compounds tested, mono and dithiols 

were the most effective, decreasing hemolysis by approximately 

75%. The most effective thiol, 1,3-dimercaptopropane was so 

systemically toxic to experimental animals that it was never 

useful. Ascorbic acid and sodium thiosulfate were also 

effective at diminishing hemolysis, but in differing 

concentrations (not given or discussed in the study) (Kensler 

et.al., 1946). 
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A variety of intracellular thiols such as glutathione and 

cysteine residues on hemoglobin exist and provide potential 

intracellular binding sites. The possible arsine-thiol 

interactions proposed by Kensler et.al. (1946) as important in 

arsine toxicity are shown in equations 1.3-1.6. 

ASH3 + 02 + heme -» 

(1.3) H2AS-0H + HS-R -» H2AS-S-R +H20 

(1.4) H2AS-OH + HS-C -» H2AS-S-C + 2H20 
I I 

HS-C HS-C 
I I 
R R 

H 
(1.5) SHSH | 

I | S-C-R' 
HAS (OH) 2 + R-C-C-R' —> HAS/ I +2 H20 

I I \S-C-R 
H H | 

H 

(1.6) HAS (OH) 2 + 2HS-R -» HAs-(SR)2 + 2H20 

None of these intermediates or complexes have been 

demonstrated experimentally. 

Cellular Toxicity 

Labes (1937) determined that hemoglobin turned dark when 

exposed to arsine, indicating methemoglobin (oxidized 

hemoglobin) formation. He also determined that oxygen was 

required for hemolysis, since N2 and H2 atmospheres prevented 

hemolysis. Unfortunately, the concentration of arsine used 

and other experimental conditions were not explained. The 
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experimental endpoint was also not described (Labes, 1937). 

The formation of an arsenic dihydride intermediate, 

(1.7) 4 AsH3 + 02 -» 2 H20 + 2 As2H4 

(Diarsine; H2As-AsH2) 

was proposed as a potential toxic intermediate, but was not 

demonstrated (Heubner & Wolff, 1936). The interaction of 

arsine and oxygen to form elementary arsenic or As (+III) 

which may then act as the hemolytic agent has also been 

suggested (Gramer, 1954; Fowler & Weissberg, 1974; Labes, 

1937). H202 formation secondary to catalase inhibition was 

suggested as a possible mechanism for arsine toxicity. The 

possibility of superoxide formation was also suggested. Again, 

the experimental evidence for these postulates is lacking. 

Pernis & Magistretti (1960) postulated that arsine 

reacted directly with the thiol group of glutathione, causing 

hemolysis. Their hypothesis was based on the observation that 

depletion of glutathione was associated with hemolysis caused 

by phenylmercuric hydroxide and p-chloromercuribenzoic acid. 

This study demonstrated that glutathione depletion (as 

measured by the "alloxan 305" method) to <40% of original was 

required prior to the initiation of hemolysis. Initial 

hemolysis and glutathione depletion occurred after 40 minutes 

of exposure. Concentrations of arsine from 5 x 10"4 to 1 x 10~4 

molar were used. The methods of experimentation and arsine 
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and glutathione detection were not presented, nor were 

controls described. 

Pernis and Magistretti also found that adding 3 x 10"3 M 

(a non stoichiometric concentration) glutathione to the 

preparations prevented hemolysis. Glutathione is not readily 

taken up by the erythrocyte, so it is unclear what the 

mechanism of hemolysis prevention would have been. Another 

experiment incubated arsine and GSH without cells. A decrease 

of GSH occurred. The decline of GSH in control preparations 

was not mentioned. Since the reaction was non-stochiometric, 

it was assumed that arsine was not binding directly to the 

GSH, but was oxidizing it to GSSG (oxidized glutathione) . 

They also proposed that arsine or elementary arsenic acted 

catalytically to auto-oxidize or induce oxidation of 

glutathione. This, in turn, somehow induced red cell 

hemolysis (Pernis & Magistretti, 1960). 

Reticulocytes were also studied by Pernis and Magistretti 

(1960). Reticulocytes are young erythrocytes with higher 

concentrations of glutathione and enzymes which maintain GSH 

levels. Reticulocytes were resistant to hemolysis. The method 

for obtaining pure reticulocytes was not described. 

It is difficult to interpret the results of this study 

without a discussion of methods or controls used. The Pernis 

and Magistretti (1960) study leaves unanswered the question of 

how arsine interacts to cause GSH oxidation. Further, how the 
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oxidation of GSH relates to hemolysis is unclear. If 

glutathione is oxidized by arsine, how does this cause 

hemolysis? Research done since this study demonstrates that, 

while glutathione is important in the erythrocyte, it is not 

the only defense against oxidant stress, as was once believed 

(Bunn & Forget, 1986) . Glutathione depletion has not been 

demonstrated as critical in other cases of hemolysis (Grimes, 

1980). The section on hemolysis will further discuss the 

relationship between GSH and hemolysis. 

Other studies focus on the distribution of arsine in 

erythrocytes. A study of dialyzable arsenic (Graham et.al., 

1946) demonstrated that most (>54%) of the arsenic in exposed 

erythrocytes is in non-dialyzable form (ie, bound to cellular 

structures). Preparations of hemoglobin alone bound 33-41% of 

the nondialyzable fraction of arsenic. Graham, et. al. 

(1946) also observed in this study that the arsenic behaved as 

the trivalent form in reaction with xanthate reagent. 

Systemic Toxicity 

Little work was done regarding the systemic toxicity 

until recently. In vivo studies using rodent species have 

demonstrated that hematologic effects occur in a dose 

dependent fashion and that 5 ppm (parts per million) for a 

one hour exposure is a NOEL (No Observed Effects Level) when 

hematologic changes are used as an endpoint. Exposure to 26 
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ppm for one hour was uniformly fatal. Intermediate one hour 

doses caused an increased erythrocyte osmotic fragility, 

decreased hematocrit and a mild leukocytosis and 

reticulocytosis (Peterson & Bahattachryya, 1985). Chronic, 

low level exposure to a concentration of arsine well below the 

current TLV of 0.05 ppm (Threshold Limit Value, American 

Conference of Governmental and Industrial Hygienists, 1991) 

also can induce low grade erythrocyte destruction. Exposure 

to 0.025 ppm and greater concentrations of arsine for 6 hours 

per day for 12 weeks led to increased erythrocyte size and 

splenic enlargement, indicative of low level erythrocyte 

destruction and release of larger, immature red cells. Bone 

marrow erythroid precursors were also inhibited by subacute 

and subchronic exposure to low levels of arsine. Increased 

splenic erythropoiesis occurs as evidenced by increased 

splenic erythroid precursors and splenomegaly (Hong et.al., 

1989). 

The effects of arsine on the hematologic system seem 

similar for a variety of species, including mice, rats and 

hamsters. Rats seemed somewhat more susceptible to anemia 

induced by arsine. Increased aminolevulenic acid dehydratase 

(ALAD) activity correlates with increased heme synthesis. It 

is also increased in immature erythrocytes. ALAD activity was 

increased in the arsine exposed groups, suggesting increased 

cell turnover and is a possible indicator for low level arsine 
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exposure (Blair et.al., 1989). Increased ALAD activity is 

also observed in intratracheal gallium arsenide exposure 

(Goering et.al., 1988) . Whether this is due to the GaAs 

itself or to arsine generation in the pulmonary tissue is 

unclear. 

A study of the effects of low level exposure to arsine of 

pregnant rats and mice demonstrated an absence of 

developmental toxicity at arsine concentrations which caused 

hematologic effects in the mother. This study only looked at 

effects due to exposure on gestational days 6-15, was for a 

single generation and was assessed only by sacrifice and 

autopsy, not by fetal viability. Exposed fetuses did weigh 

more than controls, however (Morrissey et.al., 1990). 

Recently, Blair et.al. (1990), addressed the cellular 

mechanisms of arsine toxicity. Similar dose response data to 

other recent in vivo studies for erythrocyte variables were 

documented. Ferrous heme is converted to ferric heme by arsine 

as indicated by increased methemoglobin concentrations in 

exposed animals, supporting an oxidation-reduction reaction 

involving hemoglobin as part of the mechanism of arsine 

toxicity. Glutathione levels were determined using the Beutler 

et.al. method (1964) on blood samples using continuous 

bubbling of arsine at 963 ppm. Blair et. al. found that 

continuous bubbling of arsine through erythrocytes resulted in 

depletion of glutathione to 40% of control after 4 hours of 
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exposure, which is a quite different response from that of 

Pernis and Magestretti, who found depletion to 40% of original 

concentration after 40 minutes of exposure to a much lower 

concentration. Blair did not correlate in vitro hemolysis 

directly to glutathione depletion. 

Clinical experience with human arsine poisoning 

correlates well with animal studies. Acute signs and symptoms 

consistent with intravascular hemolysis (abdominal pain, 

hematuria and jaundice) occur. Laboratory studies demonstrate 

hemoglobin concentrations of <10 g/100 dl, intravascular 

erythrocyte fragments, ghost cells, anisocytosis and 

poikilocytosis, reticulocytosis and a plasma hemoglobin of >2 

gm/ 100ml. The urine often contains hemoglobin and 

occasionally protein. Methemoglobin has been observed in the 

urine and blood. Arsenic levels in the blood and urine are 

elevated. Mild liver enzyme elevation occurs, but is usually 

not significant (Fowler & Weissberg, 1974; Teitelbaum & Kier, 

1969; Levinsky et.al., 1970). However, jaundice is common, as 

in many cases of intravascular hemolysis (Konzen & Dodson, 

1966). Sudden death after acute, high dose exposure has also 

been reported. Little information is available about the 

mechanism of death in these cases (Meurcke & Pirani, 1968; 

Jones, 1909; Teitelbaum & Kier, 1969). 

In contrast to animal studies, some studies where bone 

marrow was evaluated did not demonstrate abnormalities in 
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erythroid precursors (Levinsky et.al., 1970). Leukocytosis is 

frequently observed in human exposure (Fowler & Weissberg, 

1974). 

When arsine toxicity is fatal, it is often secondary to 

renal failure. Severe acute tubular necrosis is not uncommon 

in rhabdomyolysis or in transfusion reactions due to 

hemoglobin precipitation in the renal tubules. However, an 

extensive case report of arsine induced renal failure 

demonstrated that damage to the kidney was more extensive than 

simple precipitation of heme complexes in the tubule (Muehrke 

& Pirani, 1968). 

Serial renal biopsies demonstrated acute tubular necrosis 

followed by tubular cell regeneration in arsine induced 

nephropathy. However, the regenerated tubule cells lacked a 

brush border and had a reduced number of cellular organelles. 

This is consistent with a prolonged period of anuria and the 

slow recovery of tubular basement membrane. Glomeruli were 

also hyalinized and a direct anoxic effect of arsine on the 

respiratory enzymes in the cell could not be excluded. 

Interstitial fibrosis also occurred. This could be due to 

tubular atrophy, damage of the interstitium by edema, damage 

due to cellular infiltrates of as a result of direct injury 

from the arsine-hemoglobin complex (Muehrcke & Pirani, 1968). 

Little attention has been paid to renal disease in animal 

studies. 
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Toxicity of Other Arsenic Species 

It is postulated that arsine is oxidized in the red cell 

to arsenic (III). As(III) binds preferentially to sulfhydryl 

groups which can inhibit many enzymes, particular those 

involved with cell metabolism. As (III) can form a ring 

structure with lipoic acid, causing inactivation of the 

pyruvate dehydrogenase enzyme (PDH) complex (Schiller et.al., 

1977) . The PDH complex is critical to the functioning of the 

mitochondrial citric acid cycle. Without the citric acid 

cycle, depletion of electron carriers such as NADH 

(nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) and FADH2 (flavin adenine 

dinucleotide) occur. Erythrocytes do not have mitochondria 

and are not dependant on oxidative phosphorylation. They 

maintain NADH/NADPH levels via the Embden-Meyerhoff pathway 

and the hexose monophosphate shunt (Beutler, 1983) . Arsenic 

(III) renal toxicity is enhanced by depletion of glutathione 

(Hirata et.al., 1990). Arsenic (III) is carcinogenic in 

humans, but not in all animal models tested (Jeannette, 1981). 

As (III) can be metabolized in mammalian cells to As (V) 

and As(III) and As(V) can be detoxified by methylation 

(Peoples, 1983; Aposhian, 1991). As (V) can substitute for 

phosphate in the final step of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 

synthesis. This As(V)-ATP does not release the same amount of 

energy as the phosphate-ATP, thus depriving the cell of a 
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metabolic energy source. As(V) also can substitute into cell 

phospholipid membranes in algae (Zingaro, 1983) . 

Normal Erythrocyte Structure and Function 

Red Cell Metabolism 

The erythrocyte is a non-nucleated cell, incapable of 

replication, mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and most 

protein synthesis. Plasma glucose is its major energy source. 

Glucose is metabolized anaerobically through the Embden-

Meyerhoff pathway to pyruvate or lactate, resulting in the 

phosphorylation of ADP (adenosine diphosphate) to ATP 

(adenosine triphosphate) and in the reduction of NAD to NADH. 

NADH is required to reduce methemoglobin, the oxidized form of 

hemoglobin. ATP is necessary to maintain osmotic balance in 

the cell through the sodium/potassium pump. . It also maintains 

the biconcave shape of the erythrocyte and is required in the 

synthesis of FAD, AMP (adenosine mono phosphate) and 

glutathione (GSH) (Beutler, 1983/ Stryer, 1981). 

The hexose monophosphate shunt (HMPS) is an alternative 

metabolic pathway in the red cell. The HMPS reduces NADP 

rather than NAD. NADPH is critical to the maintenance of GSH 

in its reduced state through the glutathione reductase 

reaction. It can also reduce mixed disulfides of hemoglobin. 

NADPH can act as a hydrogen donor in the reduction of 

methemoglobin, but only in the presence of methylene blue or 
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Nile Blue (Beutler, 1983) . The red cell can synthesize 

glutathione, NAD, NADP and FAD. 

All aspects of the red cell are dominated by hemoglobin. 

Each erythrocyte contains approximately 30 pg of hemoglobin. 

The globin portion of hemoglobin A (which is the most common 

hemoglobin) is a tetramer of two alpha and two beta chains. 

Each alpha and beta chain binds to an iron containing 

porphyrin called heme. Each subunit binds heme at their 

respective histidine residues. The beta subunit histidine 

residue is very reactive and it readily undergoes oxidation. 

The alpha and beta chains are not held together by 

disulfide bridges between cysteine residues, as are other 

proteins; rather they are held together by Van Der Waals and 

hydrogen bonds (Bunn & Forget, 1986) . This makes it easier to 

disassociate the hemoglobin tetramer than other cellular 

proteins. The heme is held in a hydrophobic region of each 

subunit. The maintenance of this hydrophobic region is 

critical to maintaining the hemoglobin tetramer (Rachmilewitz 

et.al., 1971). 

In its fully oxygenated state, each hemoglobin tetramer 

holds four oxygen molecules which are evenly spaced from one 

another. Removal or addition of the oxygen molecules induces 

a conformational change in the hemoglobin tetramer (Bunn & 

Forget, 1986). Hemoglobin structure is continuously shifting 

as it is alternating between oxy and deoxy states. The number 
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of hydrogen bonds is the least in the oxy form and subunit 

dissociation occurs 106 times more readily in oxyhemoglobin 

than deoxyhemoglobin (Bunn & Forget, 1986). 

The affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen is most dependant 

on pH and concentration of 2,3 diphosphoglycerate (2,3 DPG) 

(Bunn, 1983): 

(1.8) Hb(H) + 4 02 * Hb (02) 4 + 2.4 H+ 

Hb (DPG) + 4 02 «• Hb(02)4 + 2,3 DPG 

Carbon monoxide has a higher affinity for hemoglobin and is 

bound 210 times more tightly to heme than oxygen (Bunn, 1983) . 

Carboxyhemoglobin is also much more stable and resists 

dissociation (Kellogg & Fridovitch, 1977). 

The iron in hemoglobin is held in a porphyrin ring 

(heme). It is usually in the ferrous (Fe +11) state. Normal 

oxygenation of deoxyhemoglobin entails partial transfer of an 

electron from ferrous hemoglobin to dioxygen (Kawanishi & 

Caughey, 1984) . Oxyhemoglobin, then, is actually in the form 

of superferrihemoglobin. It is estimated that 3% of normal 

hemoglobin dissociates into ferric (Fe +III) deoxyhemoglobin 

(which is methemoglobin) and superoxide (Hebbel & Eaton, 1989; 

Wallace & Caughey, 1975). This is called autoxidation and is 

mediated under physiologic conditions by chloride, other 

anions (IT) or water (Babior, 1981). Chloride ions are 

normally in high concentration in the cell (Wallace et.al., 

197 4) . 02~ is probably replaced by CI", H20 or OH" by way of 
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nucleophilic attack by displacing oxygen (Shikama, 1984). A 

series of reactions for auto-oxidation is proposed: 

(1.9, a) Hb02 * Hb + 02 

(b) L- + Hb + H+ * Hb (H+) (IT) 

(C) Hb (H+) (IT) + 02 »• metHb (L") + (H+)02-

(d) Hb02 + 2H+ + 02- + H20 -» metHb-H20 + 02 +H202 

(e) Hb + H202 + H20 -> metHb-H20 + OH" + OH-

(f) Hb + HO- + H20 -» metHb-H20 + OH~ 

(g) 4Hb02 + 2H+ -» 4 metHb + 20H" + 302 

The anions which can serve as L" are CI", OH". H20, which is 

not an anion, can also participate (Watkins et.al., 1985). 

The autoxidation of heme is favored by deoxygenation of 

hemoglobin, metal ions, protons, organic phosphates, chloride 

ion, body temperature and 02" (Bunn & Forget, 1986/ Ribarov et. 

al., 1982). Metals can catalyze the auto-oxidation of heme. 

For copper (II) the mechanism requires the interaction of a 

sulfhydryl on a cysteine residue on the beta subunit (Bunn & 

Forget, 1986; Winterbourne & Carrell, 1975). 

(1.10) Cu2+ + HbFe2+ -> Cu1+ + HbFe3+ 

Cu1+ + 02 -> Cu2+ + 02" 

The radical GS* is also postulated to be involved in the 

catalyzed autoxidation of heme by copper (Rifkind, 1974). 

Oxidative stress can lead to red cell destruction and 

hemolysis when the normal defense mechanisms are overwhelmed. 

The red cell is prepared for oxidative stress. It has high 
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concentrations of three antioxidant enzymes: superoxide 

dismutase (SOD), catalase and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-px) . 

(Babior, 1981) The concentrations of each of these enzymes is 

contained in Table 1.1, in terms of enzyme actvity 

(International Units). 

TABLE 1.1 

RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OR ENZYME ACTIVITY OF IMPORTANT 
ANTIOXIDANT ENZYMES IN THE ERYTHROCYTE 

(Beutler, 1983) 

Enzyme Activity (or limoles) per 
gram Hemoglobin 

Catalase 1.5 x 104 ± 2.3 x 104 IU/gm 

GSH-px 30.82 ± 4.65 IU/gm 

Superoxide Dismutase 2255 ± 303 U/gm 
441 (ig/gm 

Glutathione 6.57 ± 1.04 lM°3-es/9m hgb 

Superoxide dismutase (SOD) catalyzes the conversion of 02~ 

to H202 (hydrogen peroxide) and 02 (Fridovich, 1981) . Red 

cells contain 150 of SOD. (Lynch & Fridovitch, 1977) 

Hydrogen peroxide can then be inactivated by catalase, forming 

H20 and 02. Alternatively, it can be reduced to H20 via the 

glutathione redox cycle. The glutathione redox cycle oxidizes 

glutathione and reduces hydrogen peroxide via the enzyme 

glutathione peroxidase. Oxidized glutathione created is then 

regenerated back into GSH using glutathione reductase and 

NADPH (Babior, 1981) . 
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Methemoglobin itself is relatively harmless and even high 

levels of it do not necessarily cause hemolysis. It is 

incapable of transporting oxygen, however (Grimes, 1980; Bunn 

& Forget, 1986). Methemoglobin is a reversible first step in 

the pathway for red cell destruction secondary to oxidative 

stress (Jandel et.al., 1960). Methemoglobin is reduced by 

cytochrome b5 and NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase under normal 

circumstances (Jaffe, 1981). Only a small amount of 

methemoglobin is reduced by other means and glutathione makes 

a trivial contribution to methemoglobin reduction (Kiese, 

1974). Methemoglobin is structurally isomorphic with 

carboxyhemoglobin and hemoglobin complexed with cyanide and 

azide (Bunn & Forget, 1986). 

Mechanisms of Red Cell Destruction 

Red cell destruction via hemolysis is a multi-step 

process which results in the denaturation of hemoglobin and 

the oxidation of the red cell membrane (Chiu & Lubin, 1989) . 

The most commonly presented pathway is: 

Oxy Heme 
4* 

Met Heme 
i 

Hemichrome 
• \ 

Heme moiety -» Heinz Body (HB) 
(Hematin or hemin) (globin chains 

precipitated by 02") 
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The transition from hemoglobin to methemoglobin is reversible 

by the cytochrome b5 methemoglobin reductase reaction. 

Hemichromes are heme containing molecules or subunits of 

hemoglobin in which the ferric iron has an additional bond at 

the distal histidine residue. Initially, the distal histidine 

is complexed to ferric heme; this is a reversible step. 

Later, the distal histidine complexes with another ligand or 

amino acid; this is an irreversible step (Rachmilewitz et.al., 

1971; Grimes, 1980). At one time it was held that the Heinz 

body itself or the precipitated heme was responsible for 

hemolysis. Most early mechanistic studies of oxidant 

induced hemolysis focused on the Heinz body, probably because 

it was easily observable under the microscope and because it 

was associated with oxidant drug induced hemolysis. Heinz 

body formation was used to group oxidant compounds (hence the 

term: "Heinz Body Hemolytic Anemia"). Arsine causes Heinz 

body formation, so it is worthwhile to discuss the mechanism 

of HB hemolytic anemia induced by oxidant drugs in detail. 

Early studies of oxidant induced hemolysis focused 

primarily on the oxidation of glutathione, since there was 

little appreciation of the tremendous capacity for production 

of oxygen radicals by hemoglobin in the red cell. The most 

quoted study regarding the mechanism of arsine induced 

hemolysis, (Pernis & Magistretti, 1960) was done concurrently 

with these early studies of Heinz body hemolytic anemia, and 
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therefore focused on methemoglobin, glutathione and the Heinz 

body (Pernis & Magistretti, 1960) . Since then, a great deal 

of insight has been gained into the interactions between 

hemoglobin, oxidant drugs and the creation of oxygen radicals. 

Historically, Jandel et.al., (1960) established that 

methemoglobin was a first step in HB formation and that HB 

likely represented precipitated hemoglobin. They appreciated 

that oxidant drugs such as phenylhydrazine either reacted 

intracellularly with free oxygen to form oxidant intermediates 

or formed free radicals capable of oxidizing hemoglobin. 

Alternatively, hemoglobin could catalyze the oxidation of the 

drug which, in turn, immediately oxidized hemoglobin. 

Glutathione and thiols on hemoglobin also could be oxidized by 

either the reactive intermediates or free radicals formed. 

This thiol oxidation was thought critical to the HB formation. 

Jandel did not believe that H202 was formed. 

Allen et.al. (1960), again using phenylhydrazine, found 

an active interaction between the hemoglobin thiols and GSH. 

When no phenylhydrazine was present, heme protected GSH from 

oxidation. When oxidant drugs were present, hemoglobin 

facilitated oxidation of GSH, as did metal ions. In this 

study, oxidation of glutathione preceded the oxidation of 

hemoglobin to methemoglobin. The oxidation of two critical 

thiols on the hemoglobin molecule occurred next, resulting in 

an irreversible conformational change in the hemoglobin which 
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led to its denaturation. Mixed disulfide bonds between the 

denatured heme and the red cell membrane were then postulated 

to cause abnormal cell function and lysis (Jacob et.al., 

1968) . More recent studies discussed below dispute this as a 

cause for hemolysis. Retrospectively, what actually occurred 

was the hemoglobin interacted with phenylhydrazine to form a 

phenylhydroxyl radical which is responsible for both hemolysis 

and GSH oxidation (Bunn & Forget, 1986) . 

When other oxidant drugs were tested, there was not a 

consistent relationship between methemoglobin formation, HB 

and hemolysis. Methemoglobin formation was found to not be a 

requisite step in HB formation (Gordon-Smith & White, 1974) . 

Sodium nitrate and nitrite caused methemoglobinemia, but no HB 

or hemolysis. Methylene blue can induce HB, but without 

detectable methemoglobin formation. Para-aminopropriophenone 

produces rapid increases of methemoglobin, followed by HB 

formation 2 hours later when tested in vivo, while 

phenylhydrazine forms immediate HB and ferriheme (Rentsch, 

1968) . 

The first explanation for this inconsistency was the 

production of H202 (hydrogen peroxide). Phenylhydrazine and 

hemolytic quinolines produce hydrogen peroxide in 

erythrocytes. Non hemolytic quinolines and methemoglobin 

(created using sodium nitrate) do not induce hydrogen peroxide 

formation. H202 production by hemolytic quinones (menadione, 
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primaquine) is also blocked by methemoglobin, indicating that 

oxyhemoglobin is required for the generation of hydrogen 

peroxide for these compounds. Phenylhydrazine production of 

hydrogen peroxide is not completely blocked, but diminished, 

in methemoglobin containing cells. This indicates that for 

some oxidant drugs such as menadione and primaquine, 

oxyhemoglobin is required as a catalyst for hydrogen peroxide 

production. Phenylhydrazine could react either directly with 

molecular oxygen to form hydrogen peroxide, or, could react 

with oxyhemoglobin to form free H202 and/or a hematin-H202 

complex under this theory. The observed GSH depletion could 

also still be explained by the reaction of glutathione 

peroxidase with hydrogen peroxide (Cohen & Hochstein, 1964) . 

It is possible that, like menadione and primaquine, arsine 

requires the heme molecule to catalyze oxidation to As(III). 

However, when superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase are 

added to cell free combinations of phenylhydrazine and 

oxyhemoglobin, oxidation of epinephrine (an electron donor) to 

adrenochrome does not occur. SOD or catalase added 

individually only decreases oxidation by phenylhydrazine and 

oxyhemoglobin. This indicates that both the superoxide 

radical (02") and hydrogen peroxide are formed. Hemoglobin 

which has been complexed with cyanide or azide or when added 

to ferric hemoglobin, also does not cause oxidation products 

when exposed to phenylhydrazine (Goldberg & Stern, 1974). 
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This provides further evidence that the oxidant stress is due 

to free radical formation which can be blocked by 

antioxidants. 

This still does not explain why some formers of 

methemoglobin cause hemolysis and some do not. Goldberg and 

Stern (1977) used dihydroxyfumaric acid (DHF) as a 02" source 

which is not dependent on interactions with hemoglobin to form 

superoxide. They demonstrated that superoxide interacts 

directly with hemoglobin, causing it to disassociate. This 

reaction was not dependant on prior formation of 

methemoglobin. Carboxyhemoglobin prevented hemoglobin 

breakdown by DHF and prevented hemolysis (Goldberg & Stern, 

1977). Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) binds tightly to the heme 

moiety and stabilizes the hemoglobin molecule (Reider, 1970) . 

It also does not supply an dioxygen for reaction to form a 

radical species. This dissociated hemoglobin, rather than 

oxidized sulfhydryls or lipid peroxidation, was believed 

responsible for cell lysis for DHF. 

However, in the Goldberg and Stein study, DHF induced 

hemolysis was also inhibited by SOD and catalase directly. 

Kellogg and Fridovitch (1977), did a similar study using 

xanthine oxidase and acetaldehyde as sources of 02~ and H202. 

This reaction does not depend on the iron site on the 

hemoglobin to form oxygen radicals. Carboxyhemoglobin did not 

prevent lysis in this case because the oxygen bound to the 
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heme was not necessary for the formation of superoxide. 

Degradation of the hemoglobin did not occur, but hemolysis 

did, indicating that superoxide and/or hydrogen peroxide were 

oxidizing the cell membrane directly. This lipid peroxidation 

was prevented by SOD and catalase indicating that the active 

species were indeed superoxide and hydrogen peroxide. 

Mannitol, a scavenger of the hydroxyl radical OH*, did not 

prevent hemolysis. This is strong evidence for free radical 

formation as the critical step in hemolysis. 

Further studies (Lynch & Fridovich, 1978) confirmed that 

the superoxide radical is formed catalytically by hemoglobin. 

The catalysis of the superoxide radical, hydrogen peroxide and 

the hydroxyl radical by hemoglobin supports this as a likely 

mechanism of hemolysis by oxidant drugs (Watkins et.al., 1985; 

Goldberg & Stern, 1974; Wallace & Caughley, 1974). Hemoglobin 

oxidation products do effect the erythrocyte cytoskeleton 

(Jarolim et.al., 1990). 

Methemoglobin Formation 

There continues to be debate regarding whether 

methemoglobin is a requisite first step in Heinz body 

hemolytic anemia (Grimes, 1980) . Methemoglobin is formed 

regularly by autoxidation, as discussed above. However, in 

pathological states it can be formed by several reactions, 
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both by direct oxidation and by indirect oxidation. 

Superoxide can also reduce the heme bound oxygen by one 

electron to form molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide by a 

dismutation-like reaction (Lynch et.al., 1975). 

(1.11) H+ + HbFe3+—02 + Of -» 02 + H202 + HbFe3+ 

It is likely that methemoglobin is also formed when 

oxyhemoglobin releases an oxygen radical or by the action of 

an oxygen radical on oxyhemoglobin. Methemoglobin formation 

can be inhibited by SOD (Lynch et.al., 1975). 

Chemicals with a higher redox potential than hemoglobin 

can oxidize it directly (Kiese, 1974). These chemicals can 

oxidize hemoglobin directly, without the need for oxygen, and 

can oxidize deoxy and oxyhemoglobin. (Table 1.2) 

Ferricyanide is a classic example of this class of agents. 

Its mechanism of action is via bimolecular attack of the 

oxidizing agent on a deoxygenated heme group: (Bunn & Forget, 

1986) 

(1.12) Hb (Fe2+02) 4 * Hb(Fe2+02)3Fe2+ + 02 

(1.13) Hb(Fe2+02)3Fe2+ + Fe(CN)63" -» 

Hb (Fe2+02) 3Fe3+ + Fe(CN)s4" 

Many agents oxidize hemoglobin in a more complex fashion. 

Nitrite is one such agent; others are included in Table 1.2. 
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TABLE 1.2 

AGENTS WHICH OXIDIZE HEMOGLOBIN AND THEIR MECHANISM OF 
ACTION (After Bunn & Forget, 1986) 

Class of Hemoglobin 
Oxidant 

Agents Causing Oxidation of Heme 

Direct Oxidant Ferricyanide, Copper, Hydrogen 
Peroxide, Hydroxylamine, Chromate, 
Chlorate, Nitrogen trifluoride, 
Tetranitromentane, Quinones, Dyes 

Interaction with 
Oxygen 

Nitrates, Nitrites, Hydrazines, 
Thiols, Aminophenols, Arsine 

Requiring 
Transformation to 
Active Molecule 

Anilines, Sulfanilamides, Dapsone, 
Primaquine, Pamaquine, 
Aminoquinolines,N-Acylarylamines, 
Acetanelid, Phenacetin 1 

Overall, oxygen is reduced to superoxide and hydrogen 

peroxide, methemoglobin is formed, and, a number of side 

reactions occur. Nitrite does not require the presence of 

oxygen, but hydrazine compounds do. Other agents such as 

aniline and the hydroxylamines require biochemical 

transformation before inducing methemoglobinemia (Bunn & 

Forget, 1986, Castro et.al., 1978). There is frequently a lag 

period between administration of the agent and hemoglobin 

oxidation which can be obliterated by using an inhibitor of 

superoxide. Most is known about the mechanism of nitrite 

induced hemoglobin reduction. This mechanism is proposed: 

(Bunn & Forget, 1986) 

(1.14a) 2HbFe2+02 + 2N02" -» 2HbFe3++ 02_ + 2N03" + e" 

(b) 2N02- + 202- + 6H+ + 2e » 2N0 + H202 + 2 H20 + 02 
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(c) 2HbFe2+02 + 2N0 + e » 2HbFe3+ + 2N0Z_ + 02" 

(d) H202 + 2N02" -» 2H+ + 2N03" + 2e" 

Hydrogen peroxide can also produce methemoglobin. 

Hydrogen peroxide is a dismutation product of superoxide 

(Scott M.D. et.al., 1989). There is a potential for a cascade 

of oxygen radicals to form, once antioxidant mechanisms are 

ovecome. 

Glutathione and Other Sulfhvdrvls 

Glutathione depletion does occur when the red cell 

experiences oxidative stress. Rather than it being the 

primary erythrocyte antioxidant, as once believed, it is one 

of several antioxidants in the red cell. Its antioxidant 

effect, as mentioned above, is via GSH peroxidase, which 

inactivates hydrogen peroxide to water (Hebbel & Eaton, 1989) . 

Glutathione-S-transferase can bind to free heme and keep 

it soluble, protecting the cell membrane from free heme. GSH 

can also bind to heme iron directly without reducing the iron. 

GSH thiol probably binds to the heme at its iron, preventing 

heme insertion into the cell membrane. It also competes with 

the RBC membrane for free heme, possibly protecting the 

membrane (Hebbel & Eaton, 1989; Shviro & Shaklai, 1987). 

Glutathione is likely important in maintenance of critical 

sulfhydryl residues on the hemoglobin molecule and on the red 

cell membrane (Regilinski et.al., 1988). 
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Thiyl free radicals (GS*) are formed in red blood cells 

following the administration of aniline, phenylhydroxylamine 

and nitrosobenzene. Each of these agents causes 

methemoglobinemia after activation in the red cell (Maples 

et.al., 1989) . Thiyl radicals are also formed from hemoglobin 

following the administration of hydroperoxides. GSH depletion 

prevented GSH-px and/or glutathione-S-transferase from 

protecting the hemoglobin thiol sites from thiyl formation 

(Maples et.al., 1990). Whether this is protective, or 

contributes to oxidative damage is unclear. 

Glutathione may not exert an entirely protective effect 

in the red cell. A family of dogs with congenitally elevated 

GSH levels in the erythrocyte formed higher levels of Heinz 

bodies and superoxide when exposed to 4-aminophenyl disulfide 

but not when exposed to acetylphenylhydrazine. The high GSH 

cells were protected against the oxidant effects of 

acetylphenylhydrazine (Maede et.al., 1989). Glutathione also 

exerts a pro-oxidant effect by increasing hydrogen peroxide 

production in the presence of methemoglobinemia, when a 

radical generating substance such as N,N-

diethyldithiocarbamate is present (Heumann et.al., 1990). The 

actual etiologic agent in this reaction is disputed (Lauriault 

& 0'Brian, 1991) . 

Intracellular production of glutathione in red blood 

cells is more susceptible to inhibition and depletion than 
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lung cells. The red cell does not have a specific carrier for 

glutamate and cysteine as the lung does. Further, in 24 hours 

exposure to hyperoxia or after administration of a GSH 

depleting agent, the lung cell can increase the production of 

GSH by transcriptional and translational processes which the 

red cell, being non-nucleated, can not do (Phelps et.al., 

1989). Whether this would apply to acute stress such as 

imposed by arsine is not known. However, the lung is 

relatively spared by arsine toxicity while the erythrocyte is 

rapidly damaged. Oxidized glutathione is rapidly 

transported out of the cell. This rapid transport and the 

maintenance of the intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio is also 

important to the red cell antioxidant defense (Murakami e.al., 

1989). 

Increasing intracellular GSH did not protect against H202 

generating oxidants, and GSH depletion did not make cells more 

susceptible to hydrogen peroxide producing agents. However, 

increasing the level of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(G6PD) does protect against hydrogen peroxide producing 

antioxidants and decreases the rate of methemoglobin formation 

in normal and G6PD deficient cells. G6PD would increase the 

levels of NADPH in the cells (Scott M.D., et.al., 1991). 

NADPH is postulated to have some methemoglobin reducing 

ability, and seems important in modulating oxidant 

sensitivity. 
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Interactions Between Metals and the Red Cell 

Metals, most notably copper, facilitate methemoglobin 

production and hemolysis (Hill, 1983). Metals such as iron 

and copper can induce peroxidative damage in the erythrocyte 

directly via malondialdehyde, leading to lipid peroxidation 

(Ribarov & Benov, 1981; Ribarov et.al., 1982). The 

correlation between copper induced lipid peroxidation and 

hemolysis is disputed (Piriou et.al., 1987). Other metals 

(including copper) initiate peroxidation indirectly by 

increasing the rate of hemoglobin autoxidation and superoxide 

formation (Rifkind, 1974; Winterbourn & Carrell, 1977). 

Metals with significant hemolytic action were Ag(I), 

Hg(II), Cu(ll) and Pb(ll). These metals also decreased the 

GSH content and the activities of catalase and GSH-px in the 

cell. Some of the hemolytic metals bound mainly to hemoglobin 

and, to a minor extent, other cytosolic proteins (Ribarov 

et.al., 1982). Arsenic compounds were not tested in this 

model. Both copper (II) and iron (III) are also able to 

catalyze the production of OH- (Fenton reaction) in the red 

cell (Gelvan & Saltman, 1990) . 

Mono and Pi Thiol Chelators and Arsenic Compounds 

One of the first uses of a chelator was against the World 

War I war gas, dichloro-(2-chlorovinyl)arsine (Lewisite). 

British anti-Lewisite (BAL) was developed to combat this 
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powerful and toxic vesicant war gas. GAL is a dithiol 

chelator (2,3-dimercaptopropanol). BAL is not effective 

against arsine poisoning, although it is effective for other 

arsenic intoxications (Correia & Becker, 1980). BAL itself is 

quite toxic, and its toxicity is increased when used to treat 

arsine poisoning. It does protect kidney slices from arsine 

toxicity in vitro, but does not prevent intravascular 

hemolysis (Kensler et.al., 1946). Dimercaptol has been used 

clinically in arsine poisoning, but is of no clear benefit 

(Fowler & Weissberg, 1974) . Unithol (CH2SHCHSHCH2S03Na) is a 

commonly used chelator for arsenic poisoning in the Soviet 

Union. It has been used in arsine poisoning in the USSR but 

has been shown to be of no benefit in animal studies 

(Molodkina & Gol'dfarb, 1978) . 

Other mono- and di-thiol chelators, particularly the more 

fat soluble ones, can prevent hemolysis, but they have proven 

to be too systemically toxic for human use (Kensler et.al., 

1946). Dimercaptopropylaryl ethers and thioethers of the 

general formulae: 

CH2SHCHSHCH2XR 

Where "R" is either phenyl or p-tolyl and 
"X" is oxygen or sulfur. 

were protective in preventing death from fatal exposures to 

arsine. Mecaptide (dimercaptopropyl-p-tolylsulfide) is one of 

the dithiols protective against arsine toxicity (Mizyukova & 
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Petrun'kin, 1971). It is postulated that this and similar 

compounds are effective because they are lipophilic, and can 

penetrate intracellularly. Since arsine seems to be 

transported into the red cell very rapidly, it is plausible 

that thiol compounds which remain extracellular will not be 

able to react with intracellular arsine. Unithol is limited 

to extracellular distribution. 

Mecaptide is easily oxidized. Mizyukova & Petrun'kin 

(1974) suggest that this tendency to oxidize readily 

contributes to its usefulness against arsine. Mizyukova & 

Petrun'kin (1974) suggest that mecaptide is first oxidized. 

The resulting disulfides then play a part in oxidizing arsine. 

The result is reduced mercaptide, and As (III) which then react 

further to form cyclic thioarsenites which are stable, 

excretable and are of low toxicity. 

(1.15) 2 Mecaptide-SH + 02 —» Mecaptide-SS-Mecaptide + H20 

(1.16) Mecaptide-SS-Mecaptide + AsH3 + 02 -» 

2 Mecaptide-SH + HAs02 

(1.17) Mecaptide-SH + HAs02 + 02 -> Mecaptide-S-As(III) + H20 

If the auto-oxidation of mecaptide does serve to contribute to 

the oxidation of arsine, and hence its detoxification, that 

may explain why it is useful in arsine poisoning. 

Unithol has reducing properties and is not as likely to 

auto-oxidize as mecaptide. It does not have the lipophilic 

tolyl group present in mercaptide, and therefore cannot enter 
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the erythrocyte as readily to inactivate arsine. This may 

explain why unithol is ineffective for treatment of arsine 

toxicity. Mizyukova & Petrun'kin further suggest that since 

unithol has reducing properties, it may inhibit the oxidation 

of arsine to arsenic (III). This would suggest that unithol 

may be contraindicated in arsine poisoning/ because the 

arsenic would remain in its most toxic state (As (-III)) 

longer. No experimental evidence for this reaction was 

presented. 

Unithiol did not prevent death from arsine exposure in 

animal experiments, (Mizyukova et.al., 1982) but was credited 

with a relatively successful outcome in a case of arsine 

poisoning (Molidokina & Gol'dfarb, 1978). It is likely that 

arsenic released from the hemolyzed erythrocytes was removed 

with unithol, but unlikely that it had any significant effect 

on the erythrocytes, since it was given 24 hours after 

exposure, long after hemolysis would have occurred. 

The intracellular versus extracellular distribution of a 

chelator is of importance in other metal toxicities. Cadmium 

is unique in that it is distributed intracellularly and is 

bound to metallothionein (Topping et.al., 1989). The 

monomethyl ester of dimercaptosuccinic acid (MoMeDMSA) is more 

lipophilic than its parent compound, meso-dimercaptosuccinic 

acid (DMSA). DMSA is ineffective at removing intracellular 

deposits of cadmium (II) . MoMeDMSA increased the mobilization 
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of intracellular cadmium (II) in CdCl2 exposed rats (Rivera 

et.al., 1991; Rivera et.al., 1989). However, in comparisons 

of toxicities, DMSA is much less systemically toxic than 

dimethyl DMSA, which is also intracellularly distributed 

(Rivera et.al., 1989). The requirements for an effective 

cadmium chelator include a vicinal thiol group on an aliphatic 

side chain and lipophilicity of the compound (Jones & Cherian, 

1990). 

No unique binding protein analogous to metallothionein 

exists for arsine. Arsine is rapidly distributed 

intracellularly and does seem to bind to intracellular 

proteins and thiols. The lipophilicity and the intracellular 

distribution of a chelator may be important for arsine as 

well. 

Summary 

Very little is known about the mechanisms of arsine 

toxicity. Much of what is known is dogma, passed down over 

generations. Now that arsine is used in industry, there is 

great potential for exposure to it. Whether an antidote can 

be found remains to be seen, but certainly a better 

description of the basic toxicity is necessary. 

Since the early studies of arsine, much has been learned 

about the mechanisms of hemolysis. Hemolysis appears to be 

mediated by oxygen radicals which are generated in a different 
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fashion by almost every hemolytic agent and condition. 

Glutathione is important, but is not the most central actor in 

hemolysis. Recent other work supports the idea that GSH 

depletion does occur, but total depletion is not required for 

hemolysis (Blair et.al., 1990). 

To clarify arsine effects on the red cell, a more 

suitable testing method than bubbling pure arsine through red 

cells is needed. It is difficult to make fine adjustments and 

administer drugs to the cells if the arsine is simply bubbled 

through them. It is also particularly difficult to exclude 

air from the cells or test various environmental conditions. 

Using the solubility of arsine in aqueous solutions 

(Scott N., et.al., 1989) it is possible to expose erythrocytes 

to known concentrations and follow hemolysis and glutathione 

over time. In order to determine whether the hemoglobin 

oxygen is critical to the hemolysis caused by arsine, 

carboxyhemoglobin containing cells can be incubated with 

arsine. Whether free oxygen is required for hemolysis can be 

determined by excluding oxygen from the system using an inert 

gas such as argon. 

If glutathione does exert a protective effect comparing 

the rate of hemolysis after increasing the concentration of 

intracellular glutathione using an intracellularly distributed 

GSH precursor, ethyl glutathione should be protective 

(Anderson et.al., 1985). Finally, if chelators were not 
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effective in the past, it could have been because arsine is 

rapidly transported into the cell and would be unavailable to 

complex with the chelator. A new chelator, monomethyl 

dimercaptosuccinic acid may be more effective at preventing 

hemolysis than previous chelators because it is distributed 

intracellularly. 

This study will present the development of an in vitro 

model of arsine toxicity. Using this test system it will be 

possible to follow hemolysis and glutathione depletion under 

various conditions over time. Conditions tested include 

deoxygenated states (carbon monoxide and argon atmospheres), 

increased intracellular glutathione concentrations and in the 

presence of a chelator compound, MoMeDMSA, which is 

distributed intracellularly. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Unless otherwise specified, all chemicals were reagent 

grade or better. Water used was distilled, deionized H20 

(d.d. H20) . 

Chemical reagents for Arsine Determination 

Pretreatment of Glass and Plastic Ware 

To ensure the removal of any traces of arsenic, all glass 

and plastic containers, tubes, flasks and reaction vessels 

were washed with detergent and rinsed with tap waster, then 

with distilled water. They were then soaked in a 30% solution 

of nitric acid overnight and subsequently rinsed five times in 

d.d. H20. Teflon (Chemware, Norton, E. L. Du Pont, St Louis, 

MO) boiling stones were treated in a similar fashion. All but 

the flasks were dried in a 50OC drying oven before use. 

Arsine Detection 

Arsenic (III): As203f (Fischer Chemical Co. #5324, Fair 

Lawn, NY, Fischer analyzed, Lot number 796594, F.W. 197.84) 

was dissolved in 0.2 NaOH (Mallinckrodt Inc., #6772, Paris, 
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KY, Lot Number 7708KXRP) in d.d. water. The solution was made 

fresh daily. 

Sodium borohydride: (Alpha Chem,#14122, Thiokol/Ventrol 

Division, Danvers, MA, Lot number 6-116C) 1.81 grams were 

dissolved in 30 ml 1 N NaOH to give a 6% w/v solution which 

was made fresh daily. 

Silver diethydithiodicarbamate: (AgDDC), (Baker reagent 

grade, Lot Number 737383), 0.25 grams were dissolved in 50 ml 

pyridine (Fischer P368) to give a 0.5% (w/v) solution. AgDDC 

was made as needed and stored in a sealed, amber glass 

container in the ventilation hood. 

Lead acetate trap: Glass wool was soaked in a saturated 

solution of lead acetate, (Matheson Coleman and Bell, Norwood 

OH, Lot number 3630) and used as needed. 

H2S04: Baker analyzed (J.T. Baker Co., phillipsburg, NJ) 

was made fresh daily in a 10% solution. 

Gases: N2/ Argon, 02 and bottled air were of medical grade 

or better. Gases were obtained from gas stores, University of 

Arizona. 

Buffers 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS): A solution of 1.008 g 

Na2HPO„, Fischer, (F.W. 141.96 g/mol, 7.1 mmol/L), 0.400g 

NaH2P04, Mallinkrodt, (F.W. 137.99 g/mol, 2.9 mmol/L) and 8.999 

g NaCl, Baker, (F.W. 58.44 g/mol, 154 mmol/L) were dissolved 
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in 1 Liter of d.d. water and adjusted to pH 7.4. It was stored 

in a nalgene container and used as needed. 

Phosphate buffer (GSH assay) : 0.3 M Na2HP04 (Fischer) was 

made up using 21.29 g/ 500 ml and stored in a Nalgene (tm) 

plastic bottle at room temperature. 

Glutathione Assay 

Glutathione standards: 0.1537 g reduced glutathione 

(Sigma 98-100%, St Louis, MO, Lot number 60H0981 6-4251) was 

made up into five solutions with PBS, pH 6.72 which had been 

deaerated by N2 bubbling for 10 minutes. These standards were 

diluted in PBS 0.05-3 mmol/1 and held on ice and used to 

generate the standard curves. A stock standard was prepared 

using 0.0002 g meta-phosphoric acid, 0.0625g glutathione and 

30 g NaCl in 100 ml and stored at 4®C (Simmons, 1989). This 

was diluted 1:25 and run daily with the GSH assay. 

DNTB: 5,5'-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (Sigma 

Chemical, St Louis. MO) 40 mg was added to 1% sodium citrate 

solution daily and held on ice until used. 

Precipitating solution: 1.67 grams meta-phosphoric acid 

((Aldrich, Lot number 01012PM) (mixture of HP03/NaHP03 (65%)), 

0.2 grams disodium ethylaminediamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) 

(Aldrich Gold label, Lot number 100467) and 30 grams NaCl 

(Mallinkrodt) were diluted in 100 ml d.d. water. This was 

stored at 4oc and used as needed. 
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Hemoglobin Determination: 

Drabkin's Solution: (Sigma catalog number 525-2) One vial 

was diluted in one liter d.d. water with 1 ml Brij solution 

(Sigma) . This was stored at room temperature in an amber 

bottle until use. 

Arsine Saturation: 

Zinc Arsenide: (Pfaltz and Bauer Inc, Waterbury, CT) 0.75 

g was added directly to reaction flask. 

Sulfuric acid: Equal volumes of acid and water were mixed 

immediately prior to use. 

Glutathione Loading: 

Glutathione monoethyl glycine ester-1/2 H2S04 (EtGSH) (388 

g/mol) was obtained courtesy of I.G. Sipes, University of 

Arizona. Purity 98% as determined by HPLC. A 10 mmol/1 

solution was made daily, immediately prior to use, in PBS pH 

7.40, which had been deaerated using nitrogen gas. (Anderson 

et.al., 1984; Campbell & Griffith, 1989) 

Chelator Studies: 

Monomethyl dimercaptosuccinic acid (MoMeDMSA) was 

obtained courtesy of Dr. Q. Fernando, University of Arizona. 
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(M.W. 141.96 g/mol) A 10"3 Mol/L solution was made in deaerated 

PBS daily, immediately prior to use. 

Atmospheric Conditions: 

Hospital grade air, carbon monoxide, oxygen and nitrogen 

gas was obtained from University of Arizona Supply. 

Arsine Quantification 

Apparatus 

Hydride generator: A three necked round bottom 100 ml 

flask was fitted with the following: 

Neck 1: Nitrogen gas inlet on a needle valve, 

manually controlled to maintain minimum bubbling of gas 

through indicator solution. 

Neck 2: Arsine gas outlet connected via clear 

plastic tubing to a 16 x 150 borosilicate test tube 

filled with exactly 5 ml AgDDC indicator solution. The 

test tube was also filled with teflon boiling stones to 

increase the contact time of the arsine gas with the 

indicator solution. In-line with the tubing was a loose 

plug of lead acetate saturated glass wool to act as a H2S 

trap. (Rosner et.al., 1985; Webb et.al., 1984) 

Neck 3: This held a rubber septum perforated with a 

fine polypropylene tube connected to a gas tight syringe 
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containing the sodium borohydride solution. Slow 

injection of the sodium borohydride initiated the 

reaction (Lasko et.al., 1979; Rosner et.al, 1985; Van 

Wagenen et.al, 1987). 

Ultraviolet-Visible Spectrum Spectrophotometer: A Beckman 

DU spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments Inc., Fullerton, CA, 

calibrated 3/90) was used to analyze samples. Matched glass 

cuvettes were used for the AgDDC in pyridine indicator 

solution. Scans at 100 nm/min were done to find the optimal 

wavelength. 

Arsine Generation for Quantification: 

The reaction vessel was evacuated with a stream of 

nitrogen gas for 5 min prior to initiation of the reaction. 

10 ml of 5% H2S04 and 10 ml of the As(III) standard solution 

were added to the flask. The reaction was begun by the 

addition of 2 ml of sodium borohydride solution in a dropwise 

fashion over 5-7 minutes, controlling the rapidity of 

bubbling. A magnetic stirring bar ran continuously. When all 

of the sodium borohydride was added, nitrogen was bubbled 

through the system for 5 minutes to sweep all of the arsine 

into the indicator solution. The absorbance was read at 510 

nm immediately against a AgDDC blank. This was repeated 5 

times for each of 4 points within the linear range of the 

assay (Scott N, et.al. 1989). This gave a calibration curve 
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for 0.125 - 1.25 umol/ 5ml of indicator solution. (Scott N, 

et.al., 1989; Rosner et.al., 1985; Gupta & Gupta, 1986) 

For determination of arsine in buffer solution, 0.5 ml of 

buffer was added to 4.5 ml of AgDDC indicator solution and the 

absorbance read at 510 nm against a blank of AgDDC and PBS 

without arsine, in the same proportions. A scan of this 

solution gave an identically shaped absorbance spectrum. 

All experiments where arsine was produced were carried 

out in a laboratory hood which evaluated at >100 linear 

ft/min, with sash open, August 1990. A saturated solution of 

potassium permanganate solution was kept available to quench 

the reaction mixture, should a loss of containment occur. The 

sash and the windows of the hood were closed during the 

hydride generation. Breathing zone arsine samples were taken 

in triplicate using a Drager kit (Drager Company, West 

Germany) and were negligible (range 0.025 - 50 ppm). Silver 

nitrate saturated strips were used to verify arsine production 

and to check for leaks in the apparatus. 

Arsine Containing Buffer Preparation: 

A larger three neck flask was set up with ports: 

1) Nitrogen as before 

2) The exit port for the arsine was formed from a 

gas outlet perforating a latex septum. It was connected 
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to a fritted bubbler which was submerged in 45 ml of PBS 

in a plastic centrifuge tube. 

3) The sodium borohydride was replaced with a glass, 

gas tight 10 ml syringe containing the 50% H2S04. 

Zinc arsenide (0.75 g) was added to the flask, nitrogen was 

passed through the system for 5 minutes to purge the air and 

to check for leaks. The H2S04 was slowly injected into the 

flask. Nitrogen flow was used only to maintain enough slight 

positive pressure to maintain continuous flow of arsine 

through the fritted bubbler into the PBS. This was continued 

for approximately 20 minutes (the time varied somewhat) until 

the AgDDC indicator solution demonstrated approximately 35-50 

ppm. It proved very difficult to achieve any closer 

regulation of the arsine concentration; therefore, each day's 

data has a slightly different concentration. (Scott N., 

et.al., 1989) 

Erythrocyte Preparation: 

Blood: Random greyhound dogs were used for blood donors. 

The animals were cared for by University Animal Care and were 

fed a standard lab diet. No procedures had been done to the 

animals nor had any drugs been administered to the dogs. The 

dogs were all male. The blood was drawn by Animal Care 

personnel. 
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The cells were drawn into a heparin anticoagulant 

solution. It was held at 4oc until use. All blood was used 

within 18 hours. Blood held overnight was stored in an acid 

citrate dextrose solution for better preservation. (Beutler, 

1983) 

The red cells were centrifuged at 8 g for 10 minutes. 

The plasma, buffy coat and lipids were carefully removed. The 

cells were then washed for 10 minutes 3 times at 8 g in PBS pH 

7.41. On the final centrifugation, the PBS was discarded. 

The remaining concentrated erythrocytes were gently agitated 

to insure uniform distribution. 

The arsine containing buffer was placed into a plastic, 

capped test tube. An equal volume of concentrated 

erythrocytes was added to the arsine-PBS and gently inverted. 

This preparation forms the arsine treated RBC suspension. 

Controls were treated exactly the same manner, except fresh 

PBS containing no arsine was added. Initial hemoglobin and GSH 

determinations were done at this time. The suspensions were 

then treated under various experimental conditions. 

Arsine Uptake Studies; 

Arsine containing buffer was prepared as above. The 

erythrocytes were incubated with the arsine containing buffer 

for 5 minutes at room temperature (24®C) in plastic test 

tubes. After 5 minutes, the cells were centrifuged at 8 g for 
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10 minutes. The supernatant was removed and submitted as a 

sample (first wash supernatant). The red cells were 

resuspended in fresh PBS (pH 7.4) and centrifuged once more at 

8 g for 10 minutes. The wash supernatant was submitted as a 

separate sample. The erythrocytes were submitted as a sample. 

All samples were placed in total into a polypropylene XRF 

cell (Spex Industries). Measured amounts of PBS were added to 

each cell to fill each completely and to achieve a meniscus. 

A kapton cover slip (3M Company, St Paul, MN, supplied through 

Dr. Fernando, Department of Chemistry, University of Arizona) 

was immediately applied to minimize loss of arsine. 

Samples were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence analysis 

(Timothy Lowe, Department of Chemistry, University of 

Arizona). Samples and standards were analyzed at 34 KeV x-ray 

tube voltage and 0.02 mA tube current for 100 seconds using 

energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (EDXRF) 

(Tracor model 5000 x-ray fluorescence spectrometer). A 

rhodium filter was used to filter the x-ray source in the 

region of arsenic emission line. Arsenic concentration was 

then determined from the arsenic emission line. 

Total Jig contained in each cell was calculated. The 

percent of total recovery for each sample was reported. 
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Hemolysis Determination: 

Total hemoglobin was determined using the Drabkin method 

for each cell suspension preparation (Sigma Diagnostics). 

Each preparation was done in triplicate each day. All further 

GSH and hemoglobin determinations performed on a suspension 

were related back to the initial total hemoglobin 

concentration in that suspension. 

To determine hemolysis, aliquots of cell suspensions were 

taken from each test tube and placed into microcentrifuge 

tubes and spun at 8,900 g for 1 minute (Beckman microfuge B, 

Beckman, Palo Alto CA) . 14 |Xl of the supernatant was added to 

3.5 ml of the Drabkin reagent in disposable plastic cuvettes 

and allowed to react for at least 5 minutes before reading the 

results at 540 nm on the Beckman spectrophotometer. Tests 

were performed in triplicate for each analysis. 

Glutathione Determination: 

Test tubes containing 0.9 ml of d.d water were set up 

prior to analysis. Aliquots of 0.1 ml cell suspension were 

added to the d.d. water to form the lysate. 1.5 ml of meta 

phosphoric acid precipitating solution was added immediately 

to the lysate to form the precipitate. The precipitate was 

allowed to stand for at least 5 minutes. If a delay in the 

analysis was required, it occurred at this step, since 

sulfhydryls are relatively stable at acid pH. Authors of the 
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method indicated that the precipitate is stable for several 

hours (Beutler et.al., 1963). The precipitate was then 

filtered through 5 micron HPTE syringe filters. The filtrate 

(0.5 ml) was added to 2.0 ml of the 0.3 M phosphate solution 

(pH 7.4) in a plastic cuvette. Immediately prior to insertion 

into the spectrophotometer, 0.25 ml of the DTNB reagent was 

added, and the cuvette inverted 4 times. Absorbance was read 

at 412 nm against a blank containing a sham filtrate. This 

sham filtrate consisted of fresh PBS, put through the same 

procedure as the test cells. 

Experiments involving EtGSH were done similarly, except 

the filtrate was produced by centrifuging the lysate for 5 min 

at 8 g rather than filtering it (Winski, 1991). All stages of 

the assay were held on ice. The precipitating solution was 

added to each lysate immediately, rather than at the 

completion of sampling to decrease the possibility of 

oxidation of GSH while in the d.d. water. Initial sulfhydryl 

concentrations did not change appreciably by this change in 

method. 

All results were related to the total hemoglobin in the 

sample. Total sulfhydryls were consistently 8-10 umol/g 

hemoglobin. This correlates well with published values for 

dog GSH of 10 umol/g hemoglobin (Meade et.al., 1989). 
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Experimental and Atmospheric Conditions; 

Temperature: 

The cell suspensions were subjected to a variety of 

experimental conditions. Initially, the cells were incubated 

at 24oc (room temperature) using gentle inversion. Studies 

using various concentrations of arsine were done at this 

temperature. 

The cell suspensions were agitated using an orbital 

shaker (Environ Chamber) set at 75 rpm and 37®C for the 

remainder of the experiments. Hemolysis occurred at a more 

rapid and consistent rate in the orbital shaker. 

Treatment with Chelators: 

Cell suspensions were prepared as above. The cells were 

allowed to incubate with the arsine containing buffer for 5 

minutes, then the suspensions were centrifuged for 10 minutes 

at 8 g, the supernatant discarded, and an equal volume of 

solution containing the MoMeDMSA was added. Initial readings 

for controls and test samples were done at this time. 

Treatment with EtGSH; 

EtGSH was selected because it was found to increase the 

intracellular concentration of GSH when cells were incubated 

in a 10 mmolar solution for 60 minutes (Anderson et.al., 

1985). Erythrocytes were incubated in 50% a v/v solution of 
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EtGSH/RBC for 60 minutes at 37oc in the orbital shaker. The 

cells were centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. The 

cells were washed once in clean PBS and the supernatant again 

discarded. The cell concentrate was added to the arsine 

containing buffer as above. 

Atmosphere Conditions; 

To determine the effects of oxygen and oxyhemoglobin on 

hemolysis, several closed atmospheres were generated. The 

method used followed the method of obtaining carboxyhemoglobin 

100% standards for carboxyhemoglobin determination (Tietz, 

1989; Tietz et.al., 1973). Four 125 ml separatory funnels 

were prepared as all glassware. A volume of 5-7 ml of red 

cell concentrate was added to each separatory funnel. A gas 

inlet was attached to the bottom of the funnel. A latex 

diaphragm with plastic tubing was fit into the top of the 

funnel. The end of the tubing was submerged in water. The 

bubble rate was calibrated using a 500 ml soap bubble flow 

meter (Hewlett Packard, Corvallis, OR) to achieve a flow rate 

of approximately 500 ml/min for each gas. 

The gases (argon, carbon monoxide, air and oxygen) were 

passed through the erythrocyte concentrates for 15 minutes. 

The top exit for gas was removed, leaving the diaphragm 

intact. The bottom valve in the funnel was closed, leaving a 

sealed, enclosed environment. The preparations were allowed 
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to equilibrate for 15 minutes. Arsine saturated buffer was 

added to the preparations in equal volume to the cells, 

initial readings were taken and the funnels placed into the 

orbital shaker. Aliquots were removed through the septum at 

intervals; however, the atmosphere in each of the funnels was 

preserved as evidenced by a release of excess gas by all of 

the preparations at the end of the experiment. 

Different colors were observed throughout this study. 

The argon exposed cells were a dark magenta. The air and 

oxygen exposed cells were initially a bright red, but soon 

turned a chocolate brown color. The carbon monoxide treated 

cells turned a cherry red and remained so. 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistics were performed on raw data (absorbance 

readings). All readings were related to the total hemoglobin 

concentration each preparation. Analysis were done using 

STATA, a statistical program for the personal computer. 

All standard curves (arsine by AgDDC, sulfhydryls, 

hemoglobin) were analyzed by the method of least squares to 

obtain a line of best fit. A linear regression was performed 

and a line was fit using the relationship y = mx + b where m 

is the slope of the line and b is the x intercept. Goodness 

of fit was demonstrated by r2 which was >0.95 for all 

calibration curves or the analysis was repeated. 
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Data was scanned visually for mis-entries and mis-coding. 

Outliers on plots were verified by checking the raw data. A p 

value of 0.05 was used as minimal for demonstrating 

statistical significance in all cases. 

Statistics were performed on the hemolysis data after 

observing that percent hemolysis was a surrogate measure for 

number of cells remaining non-hemolyzed. The number surviving 

at any time can then be compared for each of the experimental 

conditions. This is similar to a survival curve. (Rosner, 

1990) The data were analyzed in a fashion similar to a 

survival curve. 

Concentration, time and hemolysis are continuous 

variables. Both concentration and hemolysis are dependent 

variables which contribute to each other. In situations where 

there are many dependent variables which are interrelated, 

multiple regression is used to look at the relationship 

between each of the independent variables and the independent 

variable after taking into account the other dependent 

variables. (Rosner, 1990) 

The survival curve of red cells was not linear, there was 

an initial lag, then a steep decline of surviving cells 

(hemolysis) followed by a plateau in the rate of hemolysis. 

A log transform of the data was performed using the 

relationship: In(1-(absorbance/total absorbance)). This 

transformation approximated a straight line. The slope of 
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this line was compared at each concentration to minimize the 

effects of varying concentrations on the data. The slope of 

this plot was evaluated for statistical significance using 

multiple regression. 

A similar analysis of glutathione was performed. Log 

transforms were not necessary since the decline in glutathione 

was gradual and linear. Multiple regressions comparing 

MoMeDMSA and EtGSH to untreated cells was performed on data 

which represented the slope of the line of glutathione 

depletion and concentration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Arsine Generation and Buffer Saturation 

A standard curve for the AgDDC/pyridine method of arsine 

detection was linear between 0.125 and 1.25 umol As (III) 

equivalents (Figure 3.1). The buffer containing the arsine 

was added by a 1:10 dilution into the AgDDC/pyridine indicator 

solution. Detection of arsine concentration in the buffer by 

adding it to the indicator solution gave an identical 

absorbance spectrum to that of arsine gas generated directly 

into the indicator solution. Concentration of arsine in the 

buffer is calculated using the slope of the absorbance versus 

limoles arsine. The jlmoles/ml were converted to ppm (parts per 

million). A dilution of 1:10 occurs in the indicator 

solution step and a dilution of 1:2 occurs by the addition of 

the red cell volume to the buffer. 

It proved difficult to achieve a particular concentration 

of arsine in the buffer, since the dissolution of arsine 

proceeded variably. The final concentration of arsine in the 

erythrocyte suspensions was 25-67 ppm. The balance between 

the rate of sulfuric acid generation of the arsine gas and the 

amount of nitrogen gas needed to carry the gas through the 
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fritted bubbler was critical. If the nitrogen was allowed to 

bubble too rapidly, the arsine was driven out of the buffer 

solution. If adequate positive pressure was not maintained by 

arsine production alone, nitrogen gas would be necessary to 

sweep the arsine into the buffer before it was lost to the 

glass or other surface. 

Arsine Uptake 

Arsine uptake into cells was believed to be very rapid. 

Red cells were incubated with the arsine containing buffer for 

5 minutes then centrifuged twice. A total of 75% of the total 

arsenic found was already intracellular as identified by X-Ray 

fluorescence (XRF) analysis of the samples. (Figure 3.2) The 

arsenic was not speciated prior to X-ray fluorescence 

analysis. The arsenic detected could therfore have been in an 

chemical form different from AsH3. 

It proved difficult to prevent loss of the arsine in the 

aqueous solutions unless they were capped immediately after 

preparation. Calculations represented in Figure 3.2 are 

percent of total arsenic found in the buffer. Figure 3.2 

represents the analysis done on three separate blood samples. 

Agreement of the AgDDC indicator method of arsine detection 

agreed with the XRF analysis. The XRF 'analyses were 95% of 

the AgDDC values for the arsine content of the buffer. 
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Hemolysis 

Hemolysis was detected as the fraction of total 

hemoglobin present in the supernatant after centrifugation. 

Since percent of total hemolysis can be viewed as an indicator 

of the fraction cells remaining, these data can be viewed as 

a survival curve. Comparing the slope of the line 

representing the log transform of survival demonstrated that 

there is a statistically significant difference between all 

concentrations of arsine tested and controls, (except in the 

case of carbon monoxide). 

There was an initial lag between administration of arsine 

and hemolysis. (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4) The rate of hemolysis was 

temperature dependant; hemolysis occurred more rapidly at 37<>c 

than at 24oc (room temperature). After the initial rapid 

hemolysis, the rate reached a plateau. There was a 

statistically significant difference between the rate of 

hemolysis at 60 minutes between 37oc and 24®C (p<0.000) . There 

was not a statistically significant difference between the 

survival curves at 37<>c and 24oc at three hours (however, it 

w a s  c l o s e ,  p < 0 . 0 6 3 ) .  

Complete hemolysis was not observed in this test system 

at either at 37oc or 24<»C. Rather, all preparations reached 

a plateau of 40-50% hemolysis in 3-4 hours. Hemolysis was 

concentration dependant. There was some difference between 

concentrations in the range tested (Figure 3.3). 
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Atmospheric Conditions 

There was considerable difference between hemoglobin in 

various oxy and deoxy states. First, there was no 

statistically significant difference in survival between 

carbon monoxide treated cells for any concentration of arsine 

tested and control (no arsine treatment) cells. Carbon 

monoxide was therefore protective against the hemolytic 

effects of arsine (Figure 3.5). 

The representative plot of atmospheric effects on 

hemolysis (Fig 3.5) represents the mean and standard deviation 

of percent hemolysis of three experiments with arsine 

concentrations ranging from 31-66 ppm. All four atmospheric 

conditions were tested in each of the three experiments. 

Carboxyhemoglobin demonstrates a lack of hemolysis over 

the time of the experiment. Argon and air atmospheres have 

the highest percent hemolysis; oxygen the lowest. At 60 

minutes, there is some variability, especially between air, 

oxygen and argon. Air and carbon monoxide data have the 

smallest variation from experiment to experiment; it is 

therefore easier to establish statistical significance between 

these two atmospheres and the others. Argon and oxygen had 

more variation between different experimental days, making it 

more difficult to establish statistical significance. There 

was very little variation in the data from each day 
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individually (not shown). The graphs for each day are very 

similar to the summary plot shown in Figure 3.5. 

Multiple regression of red cell survival when controlled 

for concentration for each of the atmospheres is shown in 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Analysis at one hour is shown in Table 

3.1. 

Table 3.1 shows a significant decrease in red cell 

survival in air, argon and oxygen atmospheres when compared to 

control at one hour. There was no difference in survival 

between CO and control. The negative coefficients in the 

control column indicate the slope of each survival curve was 

negative (declining more rapidly) for each of the conditions 

when compared to control. 

Survival in air was significantly decreased when compared 

to CO at one hour (p <0.005). The negative value indicates 

the slope of the line representing the rate of decline in red 

cell survival for air as compared to CO was more negative 

(ie., survival is declining more rapidly for air than CO). 

Oxygen and air atmospheres were also different at one hour, 

with survival in air declining more rapidly than oxygen. 

At three hours, (Table 3.2) there is again no difference 

between control and carbon monoxide, but there is a 

significantly decreased survival between all other atmospheres 

and controls. There is decreased survival in air and argon 

compared to carbon monoxide. Likewise, survival in an argon or 

air atmosphere is significantly less than in oxygen 
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atmosphere. CO and oxygen are not different at three hours. 

This is related to the greater variability in the oxygen data. 

Argon, carbon monoxide and oxygen data are the result of 

testing three animals on three separate days. All results 

were repeated in triplicate on each day. 
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TABLE 3.1 
COMPARISONS OF THE SLOPES OF THE RED CELL SURVIVAL CURVES 

FOR ARSINE ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS AT ONE HOUR 

NO 
ARSINE 
CONTROL 

AIR ARGON CARBON 
MONOXIDE 

OXYGEN 

AIR -0.005 * -0.001 
NS 

-0.005 * -0.003 
+ 

ARGON -0.004 * 0.000 
NS 

-0.003 
NS 

-0.002 
NS 

CARBON 
MONOXIDE 

-0.000 
NS 

0.005 * 0.004 
NS 

0.002 
NS 

OXYGEN -0.001 * 0.003 + 0.002 
NS 

-0.002 
NS | 

two sided t-test) 
*: SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.005 LEVEL 
+: SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.05 LEVEL 
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TABLE 3.2 
COMPARISONS OF THE SLOPES OF THE RED CELL SURVIVAL CURVES 

FOR ARSINE ATMOSPHERE CONDITIONS AT THREE HOURS 

NO 
ARSINE 
CONTROL 

AIR ARGON CARBON 
MONOXIDE 

OXYGEN 

AIR -0.008 * 0.004 
NS 

-0.008 * -0.005 
+ 

ARGON -0.013 * -0.004 
NS 

-0.013 * -0.009 
+ 

CARBON 
MONOXIDE 

-0.000 
NS 

0.008 * 0.013 * 0.004 
NS 

OXYGEN -0.003 * 0.005 + 0.009 + -0.004 
NS 

NS: NO STAT ISTICAL SIG NIFICANCE AT THE 0.05 LEVEL 
(Based on a two sided test) 

*: SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.005 LEVEL 
+: SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.05 LEVEL 
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Glutathione Depletion 

The method of Beutler et.al., (1963) measures all non

protein bound sulfhydryls. "GSH" as used in this description 

should be understood to mean all non-protein sulfhydryls. The 

absorbance of standard solutions of GSH was linear throughout 

the 0.5-3 mmol range. Figure 3.6 is a standard curve 

representing a total of 7 glutathione preparations on 3 days. 

Glutathione concentrations in the red cell suspensions were 

approximately 1 nunolar. 

Incubations of erythrocytes with arsine do deplete 

glutathione to some degree. Glutathione declines slowly in 

non-arsine exposed red cell suspensions over time as well. 

Figure 3.7 shows a summary of GSH depletion for all arsine 

exposed and non arsine controls over time. This represents 

all arsine concentrations tested. 

Figure 3.8 represents GSH depletion over time for arsine 

exposed red cells as a percent of non-arsine exposed controls 

from the same animal on the same day and arsine concentration. 

This is from five separate animals and arsine concentrations 

between 24 and 56.4 ppm. 

In some arsine exposed cell suspensions, there was a 

slight increase of glutathione after 1 to 4 hours, followed by 

a decline to lower levels. There was no statistical 
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association of this rebound with concentration. It was not 

observed in all preparations. There was a statistically 

significant difference between control and arsine exposed 

cells when the effects of concentration were controlled for 

using a multiple regression similar to above. 

Glutathione Loading with Glutathione Monoethvl Ester 

The monoethyl ester of glutathione (EtGSH) is reported to 

be taken up by the red cell after 60 minute incubation in a 10 

mmolar solution of EtGSH. It is converted intracellularly to 

GSH (Anderson et.al., 1985). 

GSH concentrations were increased by ethyl GSH. (Table 

3.3) Pre-treatment of erythrocytes with EtGSH increased total 

sulfhydryl content by an average of 14%. 

TABLE 3.3 
INITIAL ERYTHROCYTE SULFHYDRYL CONCENTRATION 

GLUTATHIONE MONOETHYL ESTER TREATED-VS-UNTREATED 

ANIMAL 
NUMBER 

TREATED CELLS UNTREATED CELLS 

1 8.97 ± 0.34 umol/g 7.86 ± 0.15 umol/g 

2 9.90 ± 0.43 umol/g 8.48 ± 0.73 umol/g 

3 12.70 ± 0.55 umol/g 10.64 ± 0.86 umol/g 

4 11.62 ± 0.51 umol/g 10.58 ± 0.92 umol/g 

Reported as umol GSH/g hemoglobin 
Mean and standard deviation of each animal, n=3 
p value of treated vs untreated <0.001 (paired t analysis) 
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Hemolysis was not reduced by EtGSH pretreatment. At hours one 

and three, significantly more hemolysis had occurred in the 

treated group as compared to the untreated group, for each 

concentration, when controlled for concentration. The slope 

of the line representing survival is included in Table 3.4. 

Glutathione Depletion of EtGSH Treated Cells 

There was not a significant difference between GSH 

depletion between EtGSH treated and un-treated cells. Figure 

3.7 includes EtGSH glutathione depletion over time as a 

percent of initial concentration. 

TABLE 3.4 

GLUTATHIONE MONOETHYL ESTER TREATED CELLS 
SLOPE OF THE LOG TRANSFORM OF RED CELL SURVIVAL 

COMPARED TO UNTREATED CELLS, CONTROLLED FOR ARSINE 
CONCENTRATION 

1 HOUR 3 HOURS 

SLOPE COMPARED TO 
CONTROL 

-0.0076 * -0.009 * 

*: STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.005 LEVEL 
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TABLE 3.5 

MONOMETHYLDIMERCAPTOSUCCINIC ACID TREATED CELLS 
SLOPE OF THE LOG TRANSFORM OF RED CELL SURVIVAL 

COMPARED TO UNTREATED CELLS, CONTROLLED FOR ARSINE 
CONCENTRATION 

1 HOUR 3 HOURS 

SLOPE COMPARED TO 
CONTROL 

0. 0024 (NS) 0.003 (NS) 

NS: NOT STATIST] CALLY SIGNIFICANT A1 THE 0.05 LEVEL 
(Two sided test) 

*: STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.005 LEVEL 

Treatment with Monomethvl Dimercaptosuccinic Acid 

Hemolysis bv MoMeDMSA 

MoMeDMSA proved not to be protective at preventing 

hemolysis, when hemolysis rate was corrected for arsine 

concentration. (Figure 3.9) Multiple regression analysis also 

did not demonstrate a difference in hemolysis rates between 

treated and untreated, arsine exposed cells (Table 3.5) 

Glutathione Depletion bv MoMeDMSA 

MoMeDMSA also was detected as a non-protein sulfhydryl by 

the GSH assay. Initial glutathione levels were somewhat 

greater than controls, then declined much more rapidly in both 

arsine and non-arsine treated cells. (Figure 3.10) This was 

a statistically significant difference in GSH depletion rate 

at both one and three hours when controlling for concentration 

and by multiple regression analysis (p <0.001). The GSH 
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depletion also occurred in controls, which were treated with 

MoMeDMSA but not arsine. 
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Figure 3.1 
Calibration Curve for AgDDC Arsine Determination 

CALIBRATION CURVE FOR AgDDC ARSINE DETERMINATION 
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Calibration curve representing the absorbance at 510 nm for 
varying concentrations of arsenic (III). This represents data 
from seven days and 3-5 determinations per day. 
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Figure 3.2 
Percent Recovery of Arsenic after 5 Minute Incubation 
with Arsine 

PERCENT RECOVERY OF ARSENIC 
AFTER 5 MINUTE INCUBATION WITH ARSINE 

100 

ERYTHROCYTES FIRST WASH SECOND WASH 

This is the percent of total arsenic recovered after 5 minute 
incubations of arsine and red blood cells by X-ray 
fluorescence. The cells were centrifuged; the supernatant was 
decanted and analyzed as "first wash". The cells were 
resuspended and centrifuged again; the supernatant decanted 
and analyzed as "second wash". 
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Figure 3.3 
Dose Dependancy of Arsine Induced Hemolysis 

ARSINE INDUCED HEMOLYSIS 

48 ppm 57 ppm 

37 ppm 

2—11 ppm and 
controls 

-H 1 1 
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 

MINUTES 

This depicts the percent of total hemoglobin in the 
supernatant for varying concentrations of arsine. There was 
very little hemolysis at the 2-3 ppm concentration after 4 
hours' incubation at 21 degrees C. 
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Figure 3.4 
Arsine Induced Hemolysis, Temperature Comparisons 

ARSINE INDUCED HEMOLYSIS, TEMPERATURE COMPARISON 

37 degrees C, orbital sh 

X30-. 24 degrees C 
Orbital shaker 
versus inversion 

120 180 

MINUTES 

This represents the percent of total hemoglobin in the 
supernatant after centrifugation for a single concentration of 
arsine versus control containing no arsine. Single 
determinations were made on red cell/arsine preparations made 
in triplicate. The initial rate of hemolysis is greater; 
however, there is no statistically significant difference 
between the percent hemolysis determination at the final time 
point (six hours). The two lines labelled 24 degrees 
represent incubation in an orbital shaker, versus inversion of 
the samples. The 37o samples were only done using the orbital 
shaker. 
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Figure 3.5 
Percent Hemolysis Under Various Atmospheres 

PERCENT HEMOLYSIS UNDER VARIOUS ATMOSPHERES 
(COMBINED ARSINE CONCENTRATIONS) 
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This is the mean and standard deviation of three analyses of 
three separate concentrations of arsine. All four atmospheric 
modifications were performed on each of the three arsine 
preparations. Argon represents the most deoxygenated 
hemoglobin state and atmosphere; the air atmosphere is 
somewhat more oxygenated. The carbon monoxide atmosphere 
contains carboxyhemoglobin. The oxygen atmosphere would 
contain the highest concentration oxyhemoglobin. 
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Figure 3.6 
Glutathione Standard Curve 

GLUTATHIONE STANDARD CURVE 
BEUTLER METHOD 
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This is the standard curve for the Beutler method of thiol 
determination. This is the summary of determinations of seven 
preparations of GSH prepared on three separate days. The 
preparations were run through the test procedure exactly as 
the samples were. 
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Figure 3.7 
Glutathione Depletion Summary 

GLUTATHIONE DEPLETION 
SUMMARY OF ALL CONCENTRATIONS 
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This is a summary plot of all GSH determinations. The plot is 
of percent of initial GSH in each arsine preparation. 
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Figure 3.8 
Glutathione Depletion by Arsine 

GUTATHIONE DEPLEnON BY ARSINE 
COMBINATION OF 24-56.4 PPM 
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This represents the percent of individual control values for 
GSH concentration in arsine treated cells at various levels of 
arsine. Five days' experiments are represented here. The data 
form each day represents determinations of triplicate 
preparations of red cells and arsine. 
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Figure 3.9 

The Effects of MoMeDMSA Treatment on Arsine Induced 
Hemolysis 

THE EFFECTS OF MoMeDMSA TREATMENT 
ON ARSINE INDUCED HEMOLYSIS 
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« s h o w s  t h e  s u m m a r y  o f  p e r c e n t  h e m o l y s i s  o b s e r v e d  i n  
MoMeDMSA treated, arsine exposed cells as the open circles 
The closed circles are arsine treated cells which did not 
receive MoMeDMSA. No hemolysis occurred in controls. 
Controls were prepared exactly as the arsine treated cells, 
except the buffer added did not contain arsine. 
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Figure 3.10 
Comparison of Glutathione Levels in MoMeDMSA Treated 
Erythrocytes 

COMPARISON OF GLUTATHIONE LEVELS 
MoMeDMSA TREATED AND UNTREATED ER1YHROCYTES 
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Figure 3.10 represents glutathione depletion in MoMeDMSA 
containing cells. GSH concentration declined rapidly in both 
arsine exposed and unexposed cells. Decline in GSH for non 
arsine containing, non MoMeDMSA treated cells is also shown 
(closed triangles) for comparison. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The in vitro model of arsine exposure performed well. It 

allowed easy application of modifying conditions to arsine 

exposed cells. Application of the model system to questions 

pertinent to the mechanism of arsine induced hemolysis 

revealed a number of findings. First, the presence of oxygen 

is not as important as the presence of oxy or deoxyhemoglobin 

heme binding sites, since hemolysis was blocked by carbon 

monoxide. Further, glutathione depletion does occur, however 

it does not decline in as striking of a fashion as previously 

thought, and GSH depletion is not mandatory for the initiation 

of hemolysis. Since GSH depletion occurs after hemolysis, 

this may represent a loss of normal cellular integrity more 

than a toxic effect of arsine on the GSH. Increasing the 

intracellular pool of glutathione did not slow hemolysis. It 

was suspected that an intracellularly distributed chelator 

would be effective; it was not. 

The discussion section will discuss the test model first. 

Hemolysis in various conditions will be next. The effects of 

chelation and glutathione loading will follow. 
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Arsine Generation and Buffer Saturation 

Previous studies of arsine toxicity have either bubbled 

arsine directly into erythrocyte suspensions, or by 

introducing arsine as a gas into closed vessels containing 

cells. The method of detection has not been described when 

arsine has been measured in these preparations (Pernis & 

Magistretti, 1960; Blair et.al., 1990). Scott N. et.al. 

(1989) used a silver diethydithiocarbamate indicator solution 

to detect the presence of arsine production in an aqueous 

solution. This aqueous solution was prepared by the 

application of strong acids to gallium arsenide. In that 

work, a chloroform/AgDDC solution was used and the arsine 

extracted into the indicator (Scott N. et.al., 1989; Gupta & 

Gupta, 1981). 

In this study, the chloroform/AgDDC indicator was 

studied, but proved less stable than the pyridine/AgDDC 

method. It did not give consistent results while bubbling 

arsine through the indicator solution. It was suspected that 

since chloroform was much more volatile than pyridine, 

chloroform was lost while the arsine bubbled into it, leading 

to errors when replacing the lost chloroform. No problems such 

as this were observed using the pyridine/AgDDC method. The 

standard curve was linear and the results reproducible from 

day to day. 

It was also not necessary to extract the arsine from the 

aqueous solution into the indicator solution. A 1:10 addition 
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of the buffer containing arsine to the pyridine/AgDDC 

indicator allowed the arsine to react, forming the red colored 

indicator-arsine complex. 

For concentrations of arsine in the range used, the 1:10 

buffer:AgDDC dilution method was quite useful. Lower 

concentrations of arsine would require the addition of more 

saline based buffer to the indicator. This would prove a 

problem, as the silver in the indicator tends to precipitate 

as silver chloride at higher concentrations of saline. This 

precipitate could interfere with the spectrophotometric 

determination of arsine concentration. In this study, the 

1:10 dilution proved optimal as no visible precipitate 

occurred and the concentration was in the linear range of the 

assay. Any precipitation of silver chloride was controlled for 

by the use of a blank prepared using fresh buffer and the 

silver indicator. 

It proved difficult to achieve a consistent concentration 

of arsine in the buffer from day to day; however, it was 

possible to achieve a consistent range where hemolysis 

occurred. The concentrations achieved were similar to the 

concentrations used by Pernis & Magistretti (1960). 

Saturation of the solution was not totally achieved, partially 

because it was out of the range of the indicator solution. 

Since the production of arsine proved unpredictable, it 

is necessary to use some method of arsine detection, since for 

any different arsine preparation, the concentration can vary 
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widely. This variation could make any analysis difficult, 

since toxic effects of arsine are dose dependant. 

Arsine Uptake 

Rapid uptake of arsine has been suggested (Graham et.al., 

1946), but not demonstrated. Clinically, rapid uptake into the 

red cell would be expected, since hemolysis occurs rapidly. 

The rapid uptake of arsine compared to other arsenic species 

(Winski, 1991) is probably related to its relatively non-polar 

nature. Non-polar compounds are more lipid soluble and thus 

more rapidly transported through lipid membranes. 

Potentially, its transport could be facilitated by the one of 

the ion transport channels in the red cell. 

Arsine is also bound to structures within the red cell, 

most likely hemoglobin and other proteins (Graham et.al., 

1946). If rapid binding also occurred, this would create an 

osmotic gradient for uptake of further free arsine. There is 

no good evidence for the mechanism of rapid uptake of arsine. 

This study strongly suggests that arsine is either bound 

in some way to intracellular structures in the red cell or at 

least taken up into the cell rapidly. In experiments where 

only 5 minutes incubation was allowed, a large portion of the 

arsenic detected was distributed in the cellular portion of 

the samples. It is not possible to say if the arsine is bound 

to a cellular protein or to the membrane on the basis of this 

study. 
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This rapid distribution was used to great advantage by 

the test system. It was possible to expose cells to arsine, 

wash the arsine containing buffer away by centrifugation, then 

add buffer containing MoMeDMSA. This would provide an easy 

test model for other treatments. This model also is somewhat 

more physiologic as well, since in most cases, an exposed 

worker will already have arsine taken up by the red cell 

before an antidote could be administered. 

Hemolysis 

Hemolysis occurred in this test system at all but the 10"5 

molar concentrations. The hemolysis occurred in a few hours. 

There was a brief delay before the initiation of hemolysis 

which was temperature dependent. In this test system, total 

hemolysis was not observed, but completely saturated solutions 

were not used. Pernis & Magistretti (1960) observed a similar 

lag period before the occurrence of hemolysis. They were able 

to achieve complete hemolysis, but they used higher 

concentrations of arsine to get complete hemolysis. The 

decrease in the rate of hemolysis and total hemolysis with 

decreasing concentrations of arsine agreed very well between 

this study and previous work. This suggests that generating 

an aqueous solution of arsine and incubating erythrocytes in 

it parallels the mechanism of arsine toxicity from exposure to 

gaseous arsine. 
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There are several advantages to this method. One 

advantage is the quantities of arsine produced are probably 

less than those produced by continuously producing arsine into 

cell suspensions for several hours. It is also easier to 

isolate arsine preparations. Once the arsine has come in 

contact with the cells, frequent sampling must occur, and each 

sampling runs a chance of exposure. Making the arsine into a 

buffer prior to exposure requires only a few samples after a 

period of time long enough for uptake of arsine into the 

buffer has elapsed. This means only a few quick samples from 

one container. 

It is also advantageous to have a system where total 

hemolysis does not occur quickly, since then it would be 

difficult to study modifiers of hemolysis. This method also 

allows one to tightly control environmental conditions. 

Arsine treated erythrocytes can be incubated in various oxygen 

containing conditions. The added stress of bubbles through 

the cells is also removed. 

Hemolysis in Various Hemoglobin States 

A striking observation is that an oxygen rich environment 

is not absolutely required for hemolysis to occur. 

Carboxyhemoglobin in a carbon monoxide rich atmosphere 

prevented hemolysis at arsine concentrations which produced 

hemolysis in other atmospheric conditions. An argon 

atmosphere did not prevent hemolysis. Rather, an argon 
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atmosphere and a partially deoxygenated atmosphere both 

increased the rate of hemolysis. 

In the argon and the air atmospheres/ it would be 

expected that the hemoglobin would be in the partially 

deoxygenated state. It is therefore likely that the argon and 

air atmospheres had hemoglobin tetramers with two or three of 

the four oxygen sites occupied and available. The argon would 

not be expected to occupy the oxygen site on the hemoglobin 

molecule, since it is non-reactive. Dissolved oxygen in the 

buffer and cells would be displaced by passing argon through 

the cell preparations prior to adding the arsine. 

Deoxyhemoglobin is more resistant to dissociation than 

oxyhemoglobin (Bunn & Forget, 1986). In this study, 

deoxyhemoglobin containing cells (argon environment) were more 

susceptible to the hemolytic effects of arsine. This indicates 

that an intact hemoglobin molecule may be required for the 

hemolytic effects of arsine to be realized. Once the tetramer 

has dissociated into alpha and beta subunits, the heme binding 

site no longer has a surrounding globin envelope. This globin 

structure may be critical in providing binding sites for 

arsine-heme interactions. 

Deoxyhemoglobin also has a higher affinity for protons. 

Protons act to catalytically increase the rate of hemoglobin 

oxidation into methemoglobin and superoxide (Bunn & Forget, 

1986). Arsine could be acting as a proton donor to the 
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deoxyhemoglobin molecule, leading to the more rapid hemolysis 

in deoxy versus oxyhemoglobin observed in this study. 

If arsine does act as a proton donor, the proton could be 

produced through an interaction with arsine and thiols, 

producing an arsine species, AsH2-, which would readily react 

with cellular thiols and RS- (Kensler et.al., 1946) . However, 

if thiols were being oxidized in this fashion, one would 

expect both rapid glutathione depletion and that increased 

levels of GSH would be protective. This is not supported; the 

data presented here suggest the converse is true, ie. EtGSH 

increased the rate of hemolysis. 

The hemoglobin tetramer is commonly in one of two 

conformational structures, "T" and "R". Deoxyhemoglobin is in 

a "T" structure. "T" structure hemoglobin favors dissociation 

into methemoglobin and superoxide over "R" structure 

hemoglobin. Both COHb and oxyhemoglobin are in the "R" 

conformation (Bunn & Forget, 1986). The "T" structure seems 

more susceptible to the hemolytic effects of arsine as 

evidenced by the protective effects of COHb in arsine exposed 

cells. Deoxyhemoglobin can also be oxidized to methemoglobin 

100 times more easily by H202 than oxyhemoglobin can (Shikama, 

1984). 

Carbon monoxide binds to the iron in heme 210 times more 

tightly than oxygen, and carboxyhemoglobin is also protected 

from methemoglobin formation. This is evidence for a direct 

and requisite interaction between the hemoglobin iron-oxygen 
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complex and arsine before hemolysis can occur. This makes it 

less likely that arsine is acting directly on the cell 

membrane to cause increased osmotic fragility. It also 

suggests that an intact heme site is required to catalyze 

formation of toxic intermediates by the reaction between 

arsine and heme. It is these intermediates which are the 

toxic agents. These toxic intermediates could be either 

superoxide, free radicals or arsine intermediates. There 

is ample evidence in the literature for this occurring for 

other compounds. For example, in hemolysis induced by DHF, 

carboxyhemoglobin is also protected from hemolysis because it 

does not supply a dioxygen species to participate in free 

radical formation (Goldberg & Stern, 1977). Hemolysis due to 

acetaldehyde and xanthine oxidase was not prevented by 

carboxyhemoglobin, because the heme iron is not required for 

the production of oxygen radicals by these agents (Kellogg & 

Fridovitch, 1977). This also suggests that arsine interaction 

with the heme site involves the formation of oxygen radicals. 

If arsine were reacting with dissolved oxygen directly, 

superoxide could be formed. (This reaction is 

thermodynamically favorable at physiologic pH; see 

introduction.) There is no direct evidence for this reaction. 

The occurrence of this reaction is not supported by the data 

presented here. 

An arsenic free radical species is also suggested as a 

possible intermediate. There is evidence in the literature 
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for this type of reaction inducing hemolysis. It would be 

analogous to the mechanism of hemolysis of phenylhydrazine, 

where phenyldiazine is formed. It is the phenyldiazine which 

is ultimately responsible for phenylhydrazine induced 

hemolysis rather than the superoxide radical or other radicals 

formed (Babior, 1981). 

This reaction is via the one electron reduction of 

hemoglobin, forming methemoglobin, hydrogen peroxide and the 

phenylhydrazyl radical. The methemoglobin then acts as a 

peroxidase, catalyzing the one electron oxidation of an 

additional phenylhydrazine by hydrogen peroxide. Some also 

postulate that further one electron transfer from 

phenyldiazine to a diazo radical occurs. In either case, the 

diazine formed is the hemolytic agent, while oxygen radicals 

are by-standers (Babior, 1981; Goldberg & Stern, 1975). 

The formation of an arsine reactive intermediate would be 

consistent with hemolysis in high or low oxygen environments, 

since the oxygen radical itself would not be critical to 

hemolysis. The formation of an arsine intermediate could be 

consistent with the observations in this study. The arsine 

reactive intermediate could be formed catalytically through 

the interaction of arsine and deoxyhemoglobin. Inhibition of 

hemolysis by carbon monoxide also supports this. The carbon 

monoxide-heme binding affinity is so high that the heme site 

is unavailable to react with the arsine. An intermediate 
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hemolysis rate for oxyhemoglobin and hemolysis in deoxy states 

is consistent with this mechanism. 

The requirement for the presence of oxygen for arsine to 

induce hemolysis has been popular since the 1940's (Labes, 

1939). What those researchers could have observed was the 

inhibition of hemolysis by carbon monoxide. It is unclear 

from the description of the experimental conditions how oxygen 

was excluded, although nitrogen and hydrogen environments were 

cited. Also, the endpoint used was the visible change of red 

hemoglobin to dark brownish-green of methemoglobin. This 

probably is not a reliable method for quantifying 

methemoglobin. They also did not quantify the arsine 

concentrations, nor did they describe controls. It is 

possible that somehow the arsine either did not get delivered 

to the cell in the oxygen excluding environments. 

Alternatively, it could have reacted with a component of the 

laboratory apparatus. 

The picture of arsine induced methemoglobinemia is also 

similar to that of nitrite, in that there is a delay in the 

reaction, indicating that some intermediates are required 

before the reaction occurs. Nitrite induced methemoglobinemia 

involves a complex series of reactions, with many 

intermediates, and took many experimenters years to elucidate. 

It is clear the same amount of work will be required for 

arsine. 
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Discussing the mechanism of arsine toxicity is difficult, 

since no arsine metabolites have been identified. Kensler 

et.al. (1946)/ suggests that some of the arsenic in the red 

cell after arsenic exposure is in the form of As (III). 

Whether this is in the form of arsenic(+III) in solution or 

complexed with a protein is unclear. Since As(III) is known 

to react with thiol groups, it is likely that much of the 

As (III) is complexed in this fashion. 

Another consideration is that arsine or one of its 

reaction products inhibits SOD or catalase. This would 

explain the rapid hemolysis after methemoglobin formation, 

since the radicals produced would be unchecked. 

Glutathione Depletion 

Sulfhydryl depletion, as measured by the Beutler et.al. 

(1963) assay, is not as impressive as once thought. The 

minimal depletion observed here, and by Blair et.al. (1990), 

using much higher doses of arsine, agrees with this 

conclusion. Some glutathione is likely oxidized by GSH-px if 

hydrogen peroxide is formed. Some studies suggest that GSH 

has a pro-oxidant effect in the red cell in the presence of 

methemoglobin and a radical generating substance 

(Diethyldithiodicarbamate) (Heuman et.al., 1990). The 

proposed mechanism is via thiyl radicals with the capacity to 

generate further oxidants. 
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If GSH were able to perpetuate a free radical reaction, 

rather than inactivate a free radical, that could explain why 

the EtGSH cells hemolyzed more rapidly than non treated cells. 

It is also possible that the treatment with 10 mmolar EtGSH 

added extra osmotic stress to the cells, leading to more rapid 

hemolysis. 

Treatment with MoMeDMSA 

No significant reduction in hemolysis occurred in the 

MoMeDMSA treated cells. It was hoped that other chelators 

were not effective because arsine was distributed 

intracellularly so rapidly that it was unavailable for 

reaction with the chelator. Other common chelators do not 

readily enter the cell. That is probably not the explanation 

for the ineffectiveness of chelator compounds against arsine, 

since MoMeDMSA is distributed intracellularly and had no 

effect when controlled for concentration. This also suggests 

that thiols may not be as important in arsine toxicity as they 

are in other arsenic species. 

The depletion of GSH by MoMeDMSA in both arsine exposed 

and non-exposed cells is perplexing. It does support the 

intracellular distribution of MoMeDMSA however. It could be 

that the MoMeDMSA acts as a proton donor or form as a thiyl 

free radical which would rapidly oxidize GSH. 
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Summary 

It is very difficult to resolve the question of arsine 

induced hemolysis with so few other studies on the cellular 

interactions of the compound. Since methemoglobin and 

hemolysis occurs, it is likely that oxygen radicals are 

formed. Possible reactions include one electron reduction of 

oxyhemoglobin: 

(4.1) Hb(II)Oz + ASH3 -» Hb (III) 02" +H2AS- + H' 

(4.2) Hb (111) 02" + H+ -¥ Hb (III) + H202 + OH" 

Alternatively, arsine can act as a nucleophile and 

displace superoxide: 

(4.3) Hb(III)-02" + (AsH2") (H+) -» 

Hb (III) - (AsH2") + 02" + H+ 

Equation 4.3 represents a reaction which is analagous to the 

autoxidation of hemoglobin. 

A reaction similar to the Fenton reaction may also occur: 

(4.4) Hb (II) 02 + ASH3 -» Hb (III) + H2AS- + H" 

The oxygen radicals formed may be important in arsine 

induced hemolysis. This is supported by recent research 

correlating methemoglobin formation and hemolysis with oxygen 

radical formation. The ferrous or ferric heme is probably 

required for the reactive intermediates to form. The reaction 

may be facilitated by deoxyhemoglobin. 

Reactive arsine and hydride intermediates may be formed 

through catalytic reactions at the heme binding site (Eq. 4.1 
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and 4.4). These may also be responsible for the hemolytic 

effects. Other reactions involving arsine, including the 

facilitation of autoxidation or reactions with thiols, are 

possible. 

It is unlikely that any thiol chelator would be effective 

in preventing arsine hemolysis, since arsine is rapidly taken 

up into the cell. It would be necessary to administer the 

chelator immediately or pre-treat with the chelator to have 

any chance of interacting with the arsine before it reacts in 

the cell. Glutathione does not seem to be as crucial as once 

believed. It is unlikely that increasing intracellular 

glutathione through the use of GSH precursors (n-acetyl 

cysteine) would be of benefit in arsine toxicity. 

Further studies aimed at detecting free radical species 

would be a logical next step in this investigation. Loading 

cells with SOD and/or catalase would confirm the importance of 

oxygen radicals if hemolysis were diminished. Conversely, 

inhibiting SOD and/or catalase and GSH-px should increase the 

rate or amount of hemolysis if oxygen radicals are important. 

It may not prevent hemolysis if the active radical was an 

arsenic radical. 

Simpler experiments using hemoglobin tetramers and arsine 

might be instructive. First, methemoglobin could be used as 

an endpoint. The amount of methemoglobin formed could be 

determined with and without the addition of thiols and GSH. 

The importance of these molecules in methemoglobin formation 
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could be determined. Similar studies with SOD, GSH-px and 

catalase would determine if hemoglobin were oxidized by the 

arsine directly (no difference in metHb concentration by 

adding anti-oxidants) or by oxidative intermediates 

(antioxidants may decrease metHb formation). From a 

preparation such as this, it may be possible to detect arsine 

intermediates which are too rapidly complexed with other 

proteins in whole cell suspensions to be detectable. Reactive 

intermediates, whether arsenic species or oxygen radicals, may 

be detectable. It would be possible to determine whether 

hemoglobin subunit dissociation occurred as a result of arsine 

toxicity and whether dissociation occurred preferentially in 

oxy versus deoxyhemoglobin. It would also be possible to 

determine if there was a specific arsine binding site and if 

it was in the heme region or in the globin molecule. 

A critical next step is determining the end product of 

the arsine reaction with hemoglobin. It would be simpler to 

determine the mechanism of action if the end product were 

known. 
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